Material Assets – Site Services
17.

Introduction

This Chapter describes material assets that are potentially impacted by the proposed National Paediatric Hospital
Project. In the preparation of this chapter, reference has been made to the 'EPA Guidelines on Information to be
contained in Environmental Impact Statements' (2002), and ‘Advice Notes on Current Practice in the preparation of
Environmental Impact Statements' (2003).
Material assets can be defined as valued resources that are intrinsic to specific places. Material assets may be of either
human or natural origin and the value may arise for economic or cultural reasons. Economic assets of human origin are
considered in this Chapter 17. Refer to the various chapters of this EIS for consideration of the relevant cultural assets.
This Chapter assesses any likely and significant impacts associated with material asset environments due to the
proposed development. The potential impacts are assessed in terms of electricity services, water supply, foul drainage
infrastructure, surface water infrastructure, gas services, telecommunication services and utilities owned by other
stakeholders. Mitigation measures are proposed where significant negative impacts are identified.
The proposed integrated National Paediatric Hospital Project, as described in full in Chapter 2 of this EIS, comprises the
following:


within – or associated with – on the main project site on the campus of St. James’s Hospital, Dublin 8:
o

a new children’s hospital and associated Family Accommodation Unit, sited in the west of the
campus;

o

a new Children’s Research and Innovation Centre sited along James’s Street;

o

associated works to boundaries, roads, entrances, parking areas, hard and soft landscaping etc.
within the application site boundary; and a temporary construction compound, directly associated
with the above developments at St. James’s Hospital campus, at Davitt Road, Drimnagh, Dublin 12.



a children's hospital satellite centre at Tallaght Hospital, Dublin 24; and,



a children's hospital satellite centre at Connolly Hospital, Blanchardstown, Dublin 15.

17.1

St. James’s Hospital

This section describes material assets that are potentially impacted by the proposed development at the St. James’s
Hospital campus. The proposed development at the St James’s Hospital development site comprises:


the new children’s hospital building located in the west of the St. James’s Hospital campus;



the Family Accommodation Unit located at the western edge of the St. James’s Hospital campus;



the Children’s Research and Innovation Centre site located near the James’s Street entrance of the St.
James’s Hospital campus and;



the Davitt Road site located on Davitt Road between the Sperrin Road and Kilworth Road junctions.

The locations of the development sites are illustrated on Figure 17.1 below.
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Figure 17.1: Location of Sites
Children’s Research and
Innovation Centre

Family Accommodation
Unit

new children’s
hospital

Davitt Road site

The Davitt Road site (former Unilever site) is intended as a temporary construction compound which will be made
available to the works contractor during the construction works. It will be used as a store for dry materials (steel,
cladding, precast concrete, etc.) and potentially as a staging area for the works. There are no groundworks required with
the possible exception of some minor site clearance and tidy up (e.g. moving soil bund within site).

17.1.1

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to assess the impacts of the proposed utilities on the existing utility network.
This section considers the impacts on the following utilities infrastructure:
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Electricity;



Watermains;



Foul Drainage;



Storm Water Drainage;



Gas;



Telecommunications and;



Utilities owned by other stakeholders.



Medical Gases

The new children’s hospital has been designed to minimise energy consumption and carbon emissions. The
building services design has been developed to deliver a building which will reach the exemplary standards of
energy efficiency. Further information is provided in relation to energy in the environmental and sustainability
section of the architects planning report.

17.1.2

Methodology

17.1.2.1 Electrical Services
The electrical services assessment is based on an estimate of the electrical load requirements for the new
children’s hospital, Children’s Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit, on-going
discussions with ESB and the other users of the site.
The electrical load for the new buildings have been assessed from the given schedule of accommodation and
this has formed the basis for incoming capacity requested from ESB as well as sizing of standby generation
plant.
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17.1.2.2 Water and Drainage Services
The assessment has been carried out generally in accordance follow the following guidelines:


Guidelines on Information to be contained in Environmental Impact Statements (Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), 2002);



Advice Notes on Current Practice in the preparation of Environmental Impact Statements
(Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 2002);



Wastewater Treatment Manuals (Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 1999);



Guidelines on Procedures for the Assessment and Treatment of Geology, Hydrology and
Hydrogeology for National Road Schemes. (National Roads Authority (NRA) 2009).



Control of Water Pollution from Construction Sites (CIRIA, 2001); and



Environmental Handbook for Building and Civil Engineering Projects (CIRIA, 2000).

A desk study of records received in digital format from the various utility companies/authorities was
undertaken. Consultation meetings with representatives from the utility companies/authorities were also
carried out in order to identify their particular requirements during construction and for permanent
arrangements.
Existing surface water and combined trunk sewers (the Drimnagh Sewer twin pipeline) was surveyed by
CCTV camera in January 2014 by McAllister Bros Ltd. This survey facilitated a condition inspection and
traced the course of the trunk sewers to confirm destination receiving pipelines.
In order to further determine the existing utilities environment, a Utilities Survey was carried out by Apex
Surveys Ltd. at the proposed construction sites at the St. James’s hospital campus between June 2014 and
March 2015 and by Scantech Geoscience at the Davitt Road site in January 2015. The surveys methods
adopted included manhole surveys, ground penetrating radar (GPR) surveys, radio detection and surveys of
visible services using GPS/Total Station. A number of slit trenches were also excavated in order to verify the
non-intrusive methods above. The results provide further clarification as to the existence and location of
utilities.
Finally a detailed flow and rainfall survey was conducted by Capital Water Systems Ltd between March and
June 2015. Rain gauges were used to measure rainfall and flow monitors were installed at strategic locations
within the drainage system. Comparison of the recorded rainfall and recorded flow allowed for determination
of catchment areas and runoff characteristics.
Consultations were undertaken with Dublin City Council (Drainage Services Division and Water Services
Division) and Irish Water. Between September 2014 and July 2015, twenty two meetings were held to discuss
the proposed hospital and the provision and alteration of drainage and water services.

17.1.2.3

Gas Services

The gas services assessment is based on a detailed review of the existing natural gas service networks,
discussions with Gas Networks Ireland and with the users of the site.
The natural gas load has been determined through energy modelling to calculate the heating requirements of
the new development and by analysing billing information to determine the requirements of the existing
campus.
Arup has held a number of meetings with Gas Networks Ireland to discuss the proposed new connection,
develop the enabling works requirements and to consider the security of the natural gas supply postconstruction.

17.1.3

Receiving Environment
17.1.3.1

Electrical Services

There are currently two 10kV supplies feeding St James’s Hospital via the ESB network. These
come from Kings Bridge 38kV ESB Station via the Blood Transfusion Service Board building
(Primary Supply) and Marrowbone Lane 38kV station (Secondary Supply). These both feed into the
Energy Centre at the Mount Brown side of the campus (duty & standby configuration). The current
electrical infrastructure to the Saint James’s Hospital campus is 3.8MW with maximum import
capacity (MIC) recently having been set at 5.4 MW.
The new children’s hospital will have an approximate demand of 10MVA including a 20% allowance
for expansion. The proposed new children’s hospital will not be interconnected to the existing St.
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James’s hospital network and will have its own dedicated medium voltage (MV) enhanced supply
connection from the ESB via a new MV double substation which is proposed to be constructed near
the new service road at the Mount Brown entrance. The feeds to the new substation will come from
Harold’s Cross and Heuston South Quarter 110kV sub-stations.
The Children's Research and Innovation Centre will have its own dedicated 10kV ESB substation.
The Family Accommodation Unit will be fed from the local ESB network without the need for a
dedicated sub-station.
The ESB have advised that the power supply to serve the future Maternity Hospital can be catered
for from the existing ESB 38kV network supply serving St. James’s Hospital campus. The future
Maternity Hospital will have an approximate demand of 2.4MVA including a 20% allowance for
expansion.
In order to facilitate the proposed development the existing St. James’s Hospital internal private MV
ring circuit supply arrangements will be diverted to clear the site and to maintain operation of the
retained campus.
There is an existing sub-station on the site which serves the wider Rialto area including housing.
This sub-station will be relocated to a position outside of the new children’s hospital site adjacent to
the Brookfield Clinic.

Existing back-up arrangement
Within the existing St. James’s Hospital campus development, existing standby generation will be
retained and new standby generators will be installed to serve the new children’s hospital. The
existing back-up arrangements will serve St. James’s Hospital only and will have no connection
with the proposed new children’s hospital.

17.1.3.2
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Watermains

In the vicinity of the subject sites, there is an extensive network of watermains in the ownership of
Irish Water that is operated and maintained in conjunction with Dublin City Council. These
watermains provide services to domestic, commercial and industrial customers in the vicinity of the
site and across the city centre area. The majority of watermains are buried beneath public roads
and footpaths with numerous private connections branching from the main services. A number of
trunk watermains are routed along the Luas red line corridor to the south of the site.
Water from the River Liffey is extracted and treated at the water treatment works at Ballymore
Eustace, Co. Kildare. From there, a 1620mm-diameter trunk watermain supplies the reservoirs at
Cookstown, Co. Dublin. The top water level at Cookstown is 110.9m AOD and storage capacity is
3
73,700m . From Cookstown, a 1200mm-diameter watermain runs through Ballymount and
Walkinstown to Davitt Road, from where a 1000mm-diameter watermain follows the Luas red line
corridor to the south of the site. Where the South Circular Road crosses the Luas red line, a 16indiameter (circa 406mm-diameter) watermain branches off the 1000mm-diameter watermain and
supplies the local distributor mains in the immediate vicinity.
St. James’s Hospital is supplied with water from the 16in-diameter watermain in South Circular
Road. The connection is located at the junction of South Circular Road and Brookfield Road. From
the connection, a 200mm-diameter watermain runs through the site of the proposed new children’s
hospital to the existing Energy Centre to the north of the site. The 200mm-diameter watermain
discharges to a break tank in the Energy Centre, from where water is pumped around the St.
James’s Hospital campus. There are two watermains from the Energy Centre to the hospital
campus, providing a level of redundancy in supply to the existing hospital.
As all water consumed in the existing St. James’s Hospital passes through the break tank in the
Energy Centre, there is no direct feed to the St. James’s Hospital from the public watermains.
However, there is an existing by-pass pipe between the incoming supply from the public mains and
the internal pumped watermains; a sluice valve on this by-pass pipe remains closed but can be
opened as an emergency measure in the event of the Energy Centre break tanks and pumps
cannot be used. Dublin City Council Water Division has advised that the arrangement of the
existing by-pass is not in accordance with Dublin City Council requirements as it allows potential for
water to flow from private watermains to public watermains.
At the Davitt Road site, there are two 450mm-diameter and one 1000mm-diameter watermains in
the public road. Dublin City Council records indicate multiple existing connections from the
450mm-diameter mains to the site, which served the previous industrial activities on the site.
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Following discussions with Irish Water and Dublin City Council, it is understood that there is
generally good pressure and capacity in the area and there are no major constraints to
development. Dublin City Council Water Division undertook day-time pressure tests on watermains
nd
in the vicinity of the site of the new children’s hospital on 2 July 2015 – see Figure 17.2. The
results indicate that there is adequate pressure in line with Dublin City Council/ Irish Water service
pressure target levels.

Figure 17.2: Results of Watermain Day-time Pressure Tests 02/07/2015
26m head, 20 l/s flow
26m head, 20 l/s flow
18m head, 10 l/s flow

New children’s hospital

15m head, 12 l/s flow
15m head, 12 l/s flow
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In addition to the public watermains, there is an 18in-diameter (circa 457mm-diameter) private
watermain in the Luas red line corridor to the south of the site of the new children’s hospital.
Following discussions with Dublin City Council Water Division and Irish Water, it is understood that
this main is owned and managed by Diageo to supply non-potable water to the Guinness brewery
site.

17.1.3.3

Foul Drainage

In the vicinity of the subject sites at the St. James’s Hospital campus, there is an extensive network
of combined sewers (collecting both foul sewage and surface water) in the ownership of Irish Water
that is operated and maintained in conjunction with Dublin City Council. Drainage Record Plans
provided by Dublin City Council indicate that there are no foul sewers (collecting only foul sewage)
in the vicinity of the subject site. The existing combined sewers provide services to domestic,
commercial and industrial customers in the immediate vicinity of the site and in the Rialto area. A
trunk sewer, known as the Drimnagh Sewer, runs across the site of the new children’s hospital from
south to north.
According to ‘Our Good Health - A History of Dublin’s Water and Drainage’ by Michael Corcoran
(published by Dublin City Council, 2005), the Drimnagh Sewer was constructed around 1925-1926
to facilitate the drainage of the Drimnagh, Crumlin and Rialto areas. When constructed, the sewer
crossed beneath the Grand Canal at Harberton Bridge before taking a course northward. It was
constructed as a tunnel under the old branch of the Grand Canal (now used as the course of the
Luas Red Line). The tunnel then entered the grounds of the hospital and followed a northerly route
to Mount Brown Road. From Mount Brown Road, the combined sewer flows north to the South City
Interceptor Sewer, the main trunk sewer in the area.
The Greater Dublin Drainage Scheme, which was completed in the 1980s, included the
construction of a new trunk sewer adjacent to the Grand Canal. This new sewer (the Grand Canal
Tunnel Sewer) intercepted the Drimnagh Sewer and collected flows from its upper catchment. As a
result of this, the Drimnagh Sewer at the new children’s hospital site now serves primarily the

catchment north of the Grand Canal, i.e. Rialto. This catchment comprises an approximate area of
22ha and an estimated 700 houses.
From Rialto and northwards through the site of the new children’s hospital, the Drimnagh Sewer
comprises two pipelines. One of the pipelines is designated for surface water and the other is a
combined/foul pipeline. Each of the manholes on the Drimnagh Sewer provides access to both the
storm pipeline and the combined/foul pipeline. In each of the manholes, a low wall separates the
two pipelines; this low wall behaves as an overflow weir in high flow conditions and so each of the
manholes acts as a Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO).
From Mount Brown Road, the combined/foul pipeline follows the course of the River Camac to
discharge to the South City Interceptor Sewer (SCIS). The SCIS follows the course of the River
Liffey before reaching the Ringsend Waste Water Treatment Plant. There are multiple CSOs on
the downstream sewers that currently discharge to the River Camac and the River Liffey during
heavy rainfall events.
Ringsend Waste Water Treatment Plant serves Dublin City and the City environs in the
neighbouring counties. Its contributing residential population is in the order of 1.1 million. Together
with the non-domestic contribution, the existing treatment works is currently operating at its full
capacity of 1.65 million population equivalent (PE).
In November 2012, Dublin City Council received planning permission to improve the plant to 2.1M
PE firm capacity, equivalent to 2.4M PE ultimate design capacity. This decision was challenged by
way of judicial review and in November 2013, the decision to approve the scheme was confirmed
by the High Court. Irish Water has inherited the treatment plant and plan to upgrade the existing
plant to meet a capacity of up to 2.1M PE; this will be implemented in 2016-2018.
The upgrade and expansion of the treatment works will be implemented in three phases. Phase 1
has already commenced and comprises advanced works to improve certain aspects of the existing
works, including additional odour treatment and improved sludge handling capacity. Phase 2 will
expand capacity to 2.1M PE and is programmed to commence in the second half of 2016 with the
new extension available for wastewater treatment by the end of 2018. Phase 3 comprises an
upgrade to nutrient removal at the existing works and is planned to commence at the end of 2018
and is expected to take two years to complete, with an anticipated completion timescale of the end
of 2020.
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The Greater Dublin Drainage Project, currently being prepared by Irish Water to go for planning
approval, is a regional wastewater project to serve the Greater Dublin Area, with a planned
treatment plant in north County Dublin. The project includes an orbital sewer and two pumping
stations which will divert drainage from the north of Dublin City to the new treatment plant thus
freeing up additional treatment capacity at the Ringsend treatment works which is currently treating
drainage from this area. Subject to being granted planning approval, it is anticipated that this
project will be operational in 2022.
At the Davitt Road site, there is an existing 1500mm-diameter combined sewer running eastwards
on the site-side of Davitt Road. Dublin City Council records indicate the presence of a 375mmdiameter foul sewer on Kilworth Road and a 225mm-diameter foul sewer on Galtymore Road. The
utility survey indicates an existing 300mm-diameter foul drain connection to the foul sewer in
Kilworth Road and a second 100mm-diameter foul drain connection to the foul sewer on Galtymore
Road.

17.1.3.4

Storm Water Drainage

The subject sites are located within the catchment of the River Camac, which flows eastwards
approximately 60m north of Mount Brown Road. The River Camac outfalls to the Liffey Estuary at
Heuston Station. The Liffey discharges to the Irish Sea at Dublin Bay.
Historic development in the area has resulted in large areas of surface water runoff being
discharged to combined/foul sewerage, which ultimately drain to the Ringsend Waste Water
Treatment Plant.
The Drimnagh Sewer (see paragraph 17.1.3.3 for description) drains the Rialto area and enters the
site of the new children’s hospital at the southern boundary. From Rialto and northwards through
the subject site, the Drimnagh Sewer comprises two pipelines. One of the pipelines is designated
for surface water and the other is a combined/foul pipeline. Surface water runoff in the Rialto
catchment is drained largely by combined sewers that discharge to the combined/foul pipeline of
the Drimnagh Sewer. A small number of surface water sewers discharge to the surface water
pipeline of the Drimnagh Sewer. However, upstream of the site of the new children’s hospital, the
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surface water pipeline is no longer operational and surface water overflows to the combined/foul
pipeline.
The sites of the new children’s hospital and the Family Accommodation Unit comprise
approximately 4.85 hectares. Together with some adjoining marginal areas of the St. James’s
Hospital campus, the catchment of the proposed surface water drainage system comprises 4.97
hectares; of this, 0.43 hectares (9%) currently comprises softstanding (grass, trees, bushes, etc.)
and the remaining 4.54 hectares (91%) currently comprises hardstanding (roofs, roads, carparks,
etc.). There is currently no attenuation of surface water runoff from the subject site. Approximately
1.44 hectares (29%) of the subject catchment area drains to the combined sewer in Brookfield
Road, which ultimately discharges to the South City Interceptor Sewer via Mount Brown Road.
Approximately 1.60 hectares (32%) drains to the combined/foul pipeline of the Drimnagh Sewer,
which discharges to the South City Interceptor Sewer via Mount Brown Road. The remaining 1.93
hectares (39%) drains to the surface water pipeline of the Drimnagh Sewer, which discharges to
the River Camac at Mount Brown Road.
The site of the Children's Research and Innovation Centre comprises approximately 0.14 hectares.
The entire area is hardstand in nature and surface water runoff drains via an existing 600mmdiameter combined drain on site to a 450mm-diameter public sewer in James’s Street.
The site at Davitt Road comprises approximately 0.8 hectares of compound within a 1.29ha site, of
which approximately 0.2 hectares (25%) is softstanding with the remainder comprising
hardstanding. The site formerly accommodated light industrial development and, while the aboveground buildings have been demolished, the surface hardstand and sub-surface drainage is extant.
The utility survey indicates multiple surface water drainage connections from the site an existing
surface water sewer in Davitt Road, which increases in size from 300mm-diameter to 375mmdiameter as it passes the site.

17.1.3.5

Gas

There are Low Pressure (LP) 25mbar mains to all sides of the campus. There are Medium
Pressure (MP) 4 bar mains along James’s Walk and at James’s Street. There is also a High
Pressure (HP) 19 bar gas transmission line along James’s Walk.
The gas supply to the existing St. James’s Hospital Energy Centre is taken from a pressure
reducing gas meter skid located at the South-West of the campus. This gas skid is fed via the MP 4
bar main which runs along James’s Walk.
A LP 700mbar St. James’s hospital owned gas service runs from the gas skid across the proposed
site of the new children’s hospital to connect the existing Energy Centre. There are a number of
branches off this 700mbar service which connect to existing buildings that are due to be isolated
and removed to facilitate the new development.
There are 3 No. separate LP 25mbar Bord Gais supplies to the site from the South Circular Road
which connect to buildings that are due to be isolated and removed.
There is an existing Gas Networks Ireland owned District Regulation Installation (DRI) outside of
the site in the Linear Park to the South West corner of the campus. The DRI is a pressure reducing
installation which steps down the gas supply network from MP 4 bar to LP 25mbar to supply
residential areas to the West of the South-Circular Road. The DRI is outside of the site boundary
and will not be impacted by the construction works. The proposed temporary access road running
through the linear park has been designed to avoid the DRI.
A LP 25mbar supply runs from the DRI to travel North and South along the South Circular Road to
serve surrounding residential areas. There is a branch from this supply just North of Rialto Bridge
which doubles back and re-enters the site to run along the southern perimeter of the campus to
serve a number of buildings to the South-East of the campus. A section of this 25mbar supply runs
under the site of the new children’s hospital and will need to be diverted by Gas Networks Ireland.
In addition there is a MP 4 bar and an LP 25 mbar supply to the Trinity Building to the North-East of
the site at the James’s Street entrance however these supplies will not be impacted by the new
children’s hospital works.

17.1.3.6

Telecommunications

There are a number of existing telecommunications supplies to the site via Rialto and St. James’s
Street. These will be retained and ductwork will be provided from Mount Brown and Rialto to
provide additional telecoms supplies to the new buildings.
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17.1.3.7

Utilities owned by other stakeholders

There are existing UPC cables feeding the site. These will generally be retained and diverted within
the site where required.

17.1.3.8

Medical Gases

The existing liquid oxygen vessel which is located to the rear of O’Reilly Avenue will be relocated to
a position to the rear of the existing St. James’s Hospital Energy Centre which is further away from
the housing than at present. A small liquid nitrogen vessel will be placed on the site adjacent to one
of the internal roads and should have no visual or other impact on surrounding areas.

17.1.4

Characteristics of the Proposal
17.1.4.1

Electricity

The estimated maximum demand for the new children’s hospital will be in the region of 8MVA
including a 20% allowance for expansion. Approximate future Maternity Hospital demand is
2.4MVA including a 20% allowance for expansion.
The Children's Research and Innovation Centre has an estimated maximum demand of 400kVA
and will have its own dedicated sub-station.
The Family Accommodation Unit will be fed by a 3 phase meter supplied from the local ESB
network.
A new ESB sub-station will be constructed by ESB to replace the existing Rialto sub-station.

17.1.4.2

Watermains

Based on the nature and extent of the development, the expected daily water demand for the new
3
children’s hospital is 506.6m /day with an equivalent average flow of 5.86 l/s – see breakdown in
Table 17.1.

Table 17.1: Calculation of Water Demand (as per HTM 04-01 – Acute Type 1, 2, 3
and 17)
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Area

Number

Litres per bed
per day*

Litres per
treatment
room per day

Total (m )

Generic inpatient

238 beds

599

-

143

Cardiac surgery/ Cardiology
unit

32 beds

599

-

19

Haematology/ Oncology unit

34 beds

599

-

20

Psychiatry

21 beds

599

-

13

Neonatal NICU

60 beds

599

-

36

Medical/ Surgical day care

61 beds

599

-

37

Haematology/ Oncology day
care

22 beds

599

-

13

Renal dialysis/ Peritoneal
dialysis day care

4 beds

599

-

2

Emergency

48 beds*

599

-

29

Outpatient

99 beds*

-

1626

161

Treatment rooms

21 beds*

-

1626

34

Total (24 hours)

3

507

* Equivalent-bed demand
The proposed Family Accommodation Unit provides 53 no. beds. The peak water demand for the
Family Accommodation Unit is expected to be 26.5m3/day (calculated in accordance with EPA
Wastewater Manuals) with an equivalent average flow 0.3 l/s.
Water will be supplied to the proposed new children’s hospital and the Family Accommodation Unit
in a pressurised piped system to potable cold water storage tanks (to cater for one day’s storage).
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Supply will be provided from a combination of the existing connection to the 16-inch watermain in
South Circular Road and a new connection to the existing 250mm-diameter watermain in Mount
Brown Road.
In addition, the emergency firefighting water demand for external fire hydrants is 1500 litres per
minute (25 l/s). Irish Water has advised that this demand should be provided from an on-site
storage tank, to avoid excessive demand on the public watermains infrastructure. This demand is
for emergency events only and is not part of the day-to-day demand of the new children’s hospital.
2

The proposed Children's Research and Innovation Centre provides 3,017m floor space. The peak
3
water demand for the Children's Research and Innovation Centre is expected to be 11.3m /day
(calculated in accordance with EPA Wastewater Manuals) with an equivalent average flow 0.13 l/s.
Water shall be supplied to the Children's Research and Innovation Centre in a pressurised piped
system to potable cold water storage tanks (to cater for one day’s storage). Supply will be provided
from the existing 250mm-diameter watermain in James’s Street.
The new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit and the Children's Research and
Innovation Centre will be located on the existing St. James’s Hospital campus. To facilitate the
proposed development, new watermain infrastructure necessary for the operation of the hospital
campus will be constructed. In addition to providing capacity for the existing St. James’s hospital
activities and the proposed National Paediatric Hospital Project development, this new
infrastructure has been designed to accommodate the cumulative infrastructure demands of
existing, proposed and planned future developments within the campus. The planned future
developments comprise a future Maternity Hospital, 20% expansion of accommodation in St.
James’s Hospital, 20% expansion of accommodation in the National Paediatric Hospital Project
development and 20% expansion of accommodation in the future Maternity Hospital; these future
developments will be subject to future planning applications and will need to be assessed in detail
at that stage.
A new connection will be made to an existing public watermain in Mount Brown Road. This
connection will supply water directly to the existing Energy Centre, replacing the existing
connection at South Circular Road. Part of the main pumped distribution pipes will be diverted to
facilitate construction of the new children’s hospital. Upon completion of the new children’s
hospital, the existing water supply connection at South Circular Road will be reinstated. This
connection will be linked to both the existing Energy Centre and to the new water storage tank
rooms within the new children’s hospital. Together with the connection at Mount Brown Road, this
will provide two potential sources of water supply for the campus, providing a security in supply that
exceeds the existing single connection.
Water demand at the Davitt Road site will be during the construction stage only. The site will be
used as a materials storage and staging area for the main construction site; staffing levels will be
low compared to the previous occupancy on the site. Water supply will be subject to a connection
application by the works contractor and will likely be via one of the existing service connections to
the site.
The proposed watermain design within the development site shall adopt current best practice in
relation to pipe materials and operating pressures to minimise the potential for leakage on site.

17.1.4.3

Foul Drainage

Based on the nature and extent of the development, the expected daily foul sewage generation for
3
the new children’s hospital is 506.6m /day with an equivalent Dry Weather Flow of 5.86 l/s – see
breakdown in Table 17.2.
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Table 17.2: Calculation of Foul Sewage (as per HTM 04-01 – Acute Type 1, 2, 3
and 17)
new children’s hospital Area

Number

Litres per bed
per day*

Litres per
treatment
room per day

Total (m3)

Generic inpatient

238 beds

599

-

143

Cardiac surgery/ Cardiology
unit

32 beds

599

-

19

Haematology/ Oncology unit

34 beds

599

-

20

Psychiatry

21 beds

599

-

13

Neonatal NICU

60 beds

599

-

36

Medical/ Surgical day care

61 beds

599

-

37

Haematology/ Oncology day
care

22 beds

599

-

13

Renal dialysis/ Peritoneal
dialysis day care

4 beds

599

-

2

Emergency

48 beds*

599

-

29

Outpatient

99 beds*

-

1626

161

Treatment rooms

21 beds*

-

1626

34

Total (24 hours)

507

* Equivalent-bed demand
The proposed Family Accommodation Unit provides 53 no. beds. The expected foul sewage
3
generation from the Family Accommodation Unit is expected to be 26.5m /day (calculated in
accordance with EPA Wastewater Manuals) with an equivalent average flow 0.3 l/s.
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Foul sewage from the new children’s hospital and the Family Accommodation Unit will be collected
in a gravity piped drainage system collecting at a point close to Mount Brown Road. At this
location, it is proposed to discharge into the Drimnagh Sewer combined sewer pipeline.
The proposed Children's Research and Innovation Centre provides 2,971m2 floor space. The
expected foul sewage generation from the Children's Research and Innovation Centre is expected
to be 11.3m3/day (calculated in accordance with EPA Wastewater Manuals) with an equivalent
average flow 0.13 l/s. Foul sewage shall be drained by gravity to an existing 600mm-diameter
combined drain on site, which discharges to the public sewer in James’s Street.
The new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit and the Children's Research and
Innovation Centre will be located on the existing St. James’s Hospital campus. To facilitate the
proposed development, new foul drainage infrastructure necessary for the operation of the hospital
campus will be constructed. In addition to providing capacity for the existing St. James’s Hospital
activities and the proposed National Paediatric Hospital Project development, this new
infrastructure has been designed to accommodate the cumulative infrastructure demands of
existing, proposed and planned future developments within the campus. The planned future
developments comprise a future Maternity Hospital, 20% expansion of accommodation in St.
James’s Hospital, 20% expansion of accommodation in the National Paediatric Hospital Project
development and 20% expansion of accommodation in the future Maternity Hospital; these future
developments will be subject to future planning applications and will need to be assessed in detail
at that stage.
Proposed activity at the Davitt Road site will be during the construction stage only. The site will be
used as a materials storage and staging area for the main construction site; staffing levels will be
low compared to the previous occupancy on the site. Discharge of foul sewage will be subject to a
connection application by the works contractor and will likely be via one of the existing service
connections from the site.

17.1.4.4

Storm Water Drainage

The subject sites are located within the catchment of the River Camac, which flows eastwards
approximately 60m north of Mount Brown Road. The River Camac outfalls to the Liffey Estuary at
Heuston Station. The Liffey discharges to the Irish Sea at Dublin Bay.
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The sites of the new children’s hospital and the Family Accommodation Unit comprise
approximately 4.85 hectares. Together with some adjoining marginal areas of the St. James’s
Hospital campus, the catchment of the proposed surface water drainage system comprises 4.97
hectares; of this, 0.15 hectares (3%) is proposed to comprise softstanding (grass, trees, bushes,
etc.) and the remaining 4.82 hectares (97%) is proposed to comprise hardstanding (roofs, roads,
carparks, etc.). However, approximately 2.0 hectares of roof will comprise “green roof” landscaped
areas, with range of soil depths. In accordance with CIRIA Report C644 Building Greener
(Construction Industry Research and Information Association, 2007), green roofs provide
interception of rainfall, reducing the rate and volume of rainfall runoff. Surface water runoff from the
proposed development will be collected and attenuated to greenfield runoff rates, in accordance
with the Greater Dublin Strategic Drainage Study and Dublin City Council requirements.
All surface water drainage from the site of the new children’s hospital and the Family
Accommodation Unit will discharge to the surface water sewer in Mount Brown Road, which
discharges to the River Camac. Compared to the existing scenario, this will remove surface water
from the Brookfield Road combined/foul sewer and the Drimnagh Sewer combined/foul pipeline.
Although the proposals will increase the area draining to the River Camac, the attenuation of all the
runoff from the site will result in a decrease in peak flow to the River Camac.
The site of the Children's Research and Innovation Centre comprises approximately 0.14 hectares.
Following the proposed development, this area will remain in hardstand (roofs, paths, paved areas).
However, the roof of the Children's Research and Innovation Centre will incorporate a “green roof”.
In accordance with CIRIA Report C644 Building Greener (Construction Industry Research and
Information Association, 2007), green roofs provide interception of rainfall, reducing the rate and
volume of rainfall runoff. Surface water runoff from the proposed development will be collected and
attenuated to greenfield runoff rates, in accordance with the Greater Dublin Strategic Drainage
Study and Dublin City Council requirements. Discharge will be made to the existing combined
drain on site, which discharges to the public sewer in James’s Street. A spur pipe will be provided
to facilitate connection to possible future dedicated surface water sewer in James’s Street.
The new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit and the Children's Research and
Innovation Centre will be located on the existing St. James’s Hospital campus. To facilitate the
proposed development, new surface water drainage infrastructure necessary for the operation of
the hospital campus will be constructed. In addition to providing capacity for the existing St.
James’s hospital activities and the proposed National Paediatric Hospital Project development, this
new infrastructure has been designed to accommodate the cumulative infrastructure demands of
existing, proposed and planned future developments within the campus. The planned future
developments comprise a future Maternity Hospital, 20% expansion of accommodation in St.
James’s Hospital, 20% expansion of accommodation in the National Paediatric Hospital Project
development and 20% expansion of accommodation in the future Maternity Hospital; these future
developments will be subject to future planning applications and will need to be assessed in detail
at that stage.
The site at Davitt Road comprises approximately 0.8 hectares, of which approximately 0.2 hectares
(25%) is softstanding with the remainder comprising hardstanding.
The site formerly
accommodated light industrial development and, while the above-ground buildings have been
demolished, the surface hardstand and sub-surface drainage is extant. Surface water runoff drains
to the existing surface water sewer in Davitt Road. It is not proposed to construct any additional
hardstand in this area and so no change to the existing runoff characteristics is expected; existing
drainage paths will be maintained. Following completion of the proposed works at the main
construction site, the Davitt Road site will be vacated.

17.1.4.5

Gas

The existing gas network will need to be extended and modified in order to facilitate the
development of the new children’s hospital.
It is anticipated that the new children’s hospital will require approximately 9MW peak heating output
and that this will increase to 11MW peak to cater for future 20% expansion and then to 15MW to
cater for the future Maternity Hospital. The existing St. James’s Hospital peak gas load is
approximately 9.2MW.
Therefore the estimated peak heat output demand for the new children’s hospital plus future
expansion plus future Maternity Hospital plus existing St. James’s Hospital campus is 24.2MW.
Taking combustion efficiencies into account, this equates to peak gas input of 33MW.
The existing MP 4bar gas line at the James’s Street entrance will be extended along Mount Brown
to provide a new gas supply to the campus.
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The new gas supply will enter the site from Mount Brown and a new gas meter pressure reducing
skid with capacity to serve the new children’s hospital plus future Maternity Hospital plus expansion
plus existing St. James’s Hospital will be located to the West of the existing Energy Centre.
A separate LP 25mbar connection will be made from James’s Street to serve the Children's
Research and Innovation Centre which is being constructed adjacent to the Haughton Institute.
A separate LP 25mbar connection will be made from the South Circular Road to serve the Family
Accommodation Unit.
The existing 700mbar gas supply to the Energy Centre crosses the site for the proposed new
children’s hospital and will need to be stripped out to facilitate the new development. This service
will not be stripped out until the new gas skid and connection from Mount Brown is live and
connected to the existing Energy Centre.

17.1.4.6

Telecommunications

New supplies to the new children’s hospital, the Children’s Research and Innovation Centre and
Family Accommodation Unit will be provided via ducting connections to the existing street network.
The new children’s hospital and the Children’s Research and Innovation Centre will also be
connected to the HSE ICT network via on site fibre connections.

17.1.4.7

Utilities owned by other stakeholders

UPC supplies are available on site and ducting will be provided to allow for incoming supplies to the
site from TV and telecommunications providers.

17.1.5

Potential Impact of the Proposal
17.1.5.1

Construction Phase

Electricity
As highlighted above, the existing St. James’s Hospital campus will be supplied from separate
electrical infrastructure. The new children’s hospital will not be connected to this and therefore no
impact to the existing hospital is expected.
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The new incoming cables for the new children’s hospital, Children’s Research and Innovation
Centre and Family Accommodation Unit will be installed by ESB through the local street network to
the on-site supply locations. Any disruption in this regard will be handled by the ESB or their
approved sub-contractors.
The relocation of the Rialto sub-station may involve some short amount of down time for existing
housing in the Rialto area served from the unit. The works in this regard will be fully managed by
ESB including liaison with any housing which may be impacted by the relocation.
The contractor will apply to ESB for a supply for Davitt Road to provide for temporary site lighting,
power and security. All of this will be small scale and will not impinge on the neighbouring areas.

Watermains
The sites of the new children’s hospital and the Family Accommodation Unit are traversed by a
number of watermains serving the St. James’s Hospital campus; these include the mains supply
pipeline from South Circular Road to the Energy Centre. These watermains will be removed to
facilitate construction of the new children’s hospital. If these watermains are not identified and
isolated by closing the appropriate valves, the removal of the pipelines could potentially lead to
leakage of potable water, contamination of private watermains within the St. James’s Hospital
campus and contamination of public watermains in South Circular Road. This is addressed in
Paragraph 17.1.6.1.
During the construction phase, there will likely be up to 900 - 1000 personnel working on the site at
the later stages of construction. Welfare facilities (canteens, toilets, etc.) will lead to an increase in
3
demand for potable water in the order of 60m /day (allowing for 60 litres per person per day, in
accordance with EPA Wastewater Treatment Manuals). If insufficient pressure is available in the
public watermains network to accommodate this demand, existing customers in the area might
experience a drop in water pressure below the service level. This is addressed in Paragraph
17.1.6.1.

Foul Drainage
The sites of the new children’s hospital and the Family Accommodation Unit are traversed by the
Drimnagh Sewer and by a private foul drain serving the St. James’s Hospital campus. These
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pipelines will be diverted within the subject site to facilitate construction of the new children’s
hospital. If diversion works are not carried out in a proper manner, there is potential for
construction work causing accidental damage to the existing sewer leading to leakage of untreated
sewage. This is addressed in Paragraph 17.1.6.1.
During construction it is envisaged that the contractor will put in place temporary drainage facilities
to manage water within the excavation. Water entering areas of excavation will be collected and
discharged to the combined sewerage system following treatment (such as silt traps and
interceptors) and at a flow rate subject to the conditions of a discharge licence from Irish Water.
There is potential for discharge from the excavated areas to lead to siltation, surcharge and
flooding within the sewerage system, if the conditions of the discharge licence are not met. This is
addressed in Paragraph 17.1.6.1. More detail is provided in Chapter 7 – Soils and Geology and in
Chapter 8 – Hydrology and Hydrogeology.
During the construction phase, there will likely be up to 900-1000 personnel working on the site.
Welfare facilities (canteens, toilets, etc.) will lead to an increase in foul sewage generation in the
order of 60m3/day (allowing for 60 litres per person per day, in accordance with EPA Wastewater
Treatment Manuals). This is addressed in Paragraph 17.1.6.1.

Storm Water Drainage
The subject sites at the St. James’s Hospital campus are currently occupied by existing buildings
that will be demolished to facilitate construction of the new children’s hospital, the Family
Accommodation Unit and the Children’s Research and Innovation Centre. There is potential for
demolition work to cause blockage and damage of surface gullies and underground pipes that
might impede the capacity of the existing drainage system on the site to collect and dispose of
surface water; this could potentially lead to overland flow and standing water on the site and
adjacent areas. This is addressed in Paragraph 17.1.6.1.
At the Davitt Road site, the existing drainage regime will be maintained by the works contractor; as
such, no increase in runoff from the site will occur. There is potential for materials stored on the
site that may be hazardous (dry and wet materials) to leak from containers and be collected by the
existing surface water drainage system. This is addressed in Paragraph 17.1.6.1.

Gas
There is potential for short-term impacts associated with the construction of the proposed
development from the following:
1.

Temporary loss of gas supply to surrounding residential areas during works to existing
gas network. This will be managed by Gas Networks Ireland.

2.

Temporary loss of gas supply to buildings on the existing St. James’s Hospital campus
during diversion / isolation of existing gas supplies on the site.

Telecommunications
There will be small amounts of excavation in the streets carried out by the various telecom
providers to bring their services to the new children’s hospital, the Children’s Research and
Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit. We expect these impacts to be minimal.
The contractor may apply for a telephone connection for Davitt Road. This will be small scale and
will not impinge on the neighbouring areas.

Utilities owned by other stakeholders
There will be small amounts of excavation in the streets carried out by the various providers of
services such as UPC (for television) to bring their services to the new children’s hospital, the
Children’s Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit. We expect these
impacts to be minimal.

17.1.5.2

Operational Phase

Electricity
As highlighted above, the existing St. James’s Hospital campus will be supplied from separate
electrical infrastructure. The new children’s hospital will not be connected to this and therefore no
impact to the existing hospital is expected.
There is also no impact anticipated in relation to the supplies for new children’s hospital, Children’s
Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit on the adjoining neighbourhood.
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Watermains
It is proposed to supply potable water to the proposed new children’s hospital, the Family
Accommodation Unit and the Children’s Research and Innovation Centre from the public
watermains infrastructure. If insufficient pressure is available in the public watermains network to
accommodate this demand, existing customers in the area might experience a drop in water
pressure below the service level. This is addressed in Section 17.1.6.2.

Foul Drainage
It is proposed to collect foul sewage from the new children’s hospital, Family Accommodation Unit
and Children's Research and Innovation Centre and discharge to the public combined/foul
sewerage infrastructure. If insufficient capacity is available in the public infrastructure, there is
potential for increased levels of pollution in receiving waters. This is addressed in Section 17.1.6.2.

Storm Water Drainage
It is proposed to collect surface water runoff from the new children’s hospital and Family
Accommodation Unit and discharge to the public surface water drains in Mount Brown, that
discharge to the River Camac. If the surface water runoff is not attenuated, there is potential for an
increase in surface water flow reaching the River Camac and contributing to flooding. This is
addressed in Section 17.1.6.2.
It is proposed to collect surface water runoff from the Children's Research and Innovation Centre
and discharge via existing on-site drainage to the existing combined sewer in James’s Street. If the
surface water runoff is not attenuated, there is potential for an increase in surface water flow
contributing to flooding. This is addressed in Section 17.1.6.2.
There is no proposal for permanent new works at the Davitt Road site. As such, it is expected that
there will be no change to the existing drainage regime.

Gas
There are no identified residual impacts to the natural gas supply during operation.

Telecommunications
There is no impact anticipated in relation to the supplies for the new children’s hospital, Children’s
Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit on the adjoining neighbourhood.
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Utilities owned by other stakeholders
There is no impact anticipated in relation to the supplies for the new children’s hospital, Children’s
Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit on the adjoining neighbourhood.

17.1.5.3

‘Do Nothing’ Scenario

Electricity
In terms of the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario there would be no change to the existing electricity network.
However, if we do not provide new ESB supplies and sub-stations to the site for the new children’s
hospital and Children's Research and Innovation Centre it will not be possible to provide power to
these buildings.

Watermains
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there would be no change to the existing operation of the watermain
network.

Foul Drainage
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there would be no change to the existing operation of the
combined/foul sewerage network. The combined/foul sewerage network would continue to receive
surface water runoff from 3.0 hectares of the subject site, with the associated impact on the
performance of Combined Sewer Overflows and discharges to the River Camac and the River
Liffey.

Storm Water Drainage
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there would be no change to the existing operation of the surface
water drainage network. The River Camac would continue to receive un-attenuated surface water
runoff from 1.97 hectares of the subject site, with the associated high flows contributing to flooding.
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Gas
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there would be no change to the existing configuration of the natural
gas network. In this scenario the current gas supplies to the site would not be capable of supporting
the increased load associated with the proposed development. In addition it would not be possible
to manage the construction works without diverting and/or removing the existing gas supplies which
traverse the site.

Telecommunications
In terms of the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario there would be no change to the existing telecommunications
network. However, if we do not provide new supplies to the site for the new children’s hospital,
Children’s Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit it will not be possible
to provide proper communications facilities for these buildings.

Utilities owned by other stakeholders
In terms of the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario there would be no change to the existing UPC network (which
is the main additional network identified).

17.1.6

Ameliorative, Remedial or Reductive Measures
17.1.6.1

Construction Phase

Electricity
The ESB will install all of the new incoming supplies to the new children’s hospital, Children’s
Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit. They will agree road opening
licences, operational times etc. with Dublin City Council. All of the work will be carried out by
authorised personnel who have expertise in the required works. ESB will also liaise with residents
who may be affected by the Rialto sub-station relocation to keep their customers fully informed of
any short term shut downs which may be required and all for planning of same. The existing St.
James’s Hospital sub-station has sufficient capacity to provide for an electricity supply for the
construction works. The contractor through agreement with St. James’s Hospital and ESB may
apply to increase the MIC (maximum import capacity) to the existing sub-station to facilitate this.
Any site lighting or security installed by the contractor on the Davitt Road site will be looking
inwards to the compound and will not impact on neighbouring properties.

Watermains
The works contractor will be obliged to put a number of measures in place to ensure that there are
no interruptions to service in existing watermains, unless this has been agreed in advance with Irish
Water and Dublin City Council. All works in the vicinity of existing watermains will be carried out in
ongoing consultation with Irish Water/Dublin City Council and will be in compliance with any
requirements or guidelines they may have.
A detailed utility survey was undertaken to accurately locate the critical watermains and valves
associated with the site. The appropriate valves can be closed to isolate areas of the site as
required. The works contractor will be required to locate and identify the location of existing live
watermains prior to commencement of excavation operations.
The works contractor will be obliged to apply to Irish Water for connection to supply construction
stage welfare facilities. Irish Water and Dublin City Council have indicated that there is sufficient
capacity and pressure within the public watermain system to manage the additional demand and
ensure that all existing customers are provided with acceptable service pressure in accordance with
Irish Water/Dublin City Council operational guidelines.

Foul Drainage
The works contractor will be obliged to put a number of measures in place to ensure that there are
no interruptions to service in existing combined/foul sewers and private drains, unless this has been
agreed in advance with Irish Water/Dublin City Council. All works in the vicinity of existing sewers
will be carried out in ongoing consultation with Irish Water/Dublin City Council and will be in
compliance with any requirements or guidelines they may have.
A detailed utility survey was undertaken to accurately locate the critical foul drains associated with
the site. The works contractor will be required to locate and identify the location of existing live foul
drains to be protected and retained prior to commencement of excavation operations.
It is proposed that any water which needs to be removed from the main excavation areas will be
discharged to the combined/foul sewer. The works contractor will be required to apply to Irish
Water/Dublin City Council for a Discharge Licence under the Water Pollution Act. The necessary
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level of treatment, flow rate control and monitoring regime will be subject to condition of the
Discharge Licence. A range of treatment methods may be implemented, such as silt traps, silt
fencing, settling ponds and proprietary treatment systems (Siltbusters or similar). The volume of
water to be discharged will be managed by progressing excavation works on a phased approach
thereby minimising the extent of open excavation areas to be drained at any given time. During
deep excavations, the potentiometric level of the underlying groundwater will be carefully
monitored; groundwater extraction from boreholes may be implemented to reduce the
potentiometric level and avoid the entry of groundwater into the excavation. As the underlying
groundwater is relatively clean, the works contractor will be required to obtain the approval of
Dublin City Council to discharge any possible extracted water to the surface water drainage
system; this will minimise the volume of water to be discharged to the combined/foul sewerage
system. Further detail is provided in Chapter 7 Soils and Geology and in Chapter 8 Hydrology and
Hydrogeology.
Foul sewage from the works contractor’s welfare facilities may be drained to the existing foul
sewerage infrastructure. Any such discharge will be made under licence from Irish Water to ensure
that any additional foul flow can be managed within the system.

Storm Water Drainage
The works contractor will be obliged to retain drainage paths during the demolition stage to ensure
that the existing level of service is maintained. As excavation progresses, existing drainage
infrastructure within the site will be removed and replaced with the works contractor’s drainage of
excavation.
The works contractor will be obliged to put a number of measures in place to ensure that there are
no interruptions to service in existing surface water sewers and private drains, unless this has been
agreed in advance with Dublin City Council. All works in the vicinity of existing sewers will be
carried out in ongoing consultation with Dublin City Council and will be in compliance with any
requirements or guidelines they may have.
The works contractor will be required to provide bunded tanks for the storage of liquids to
adequately protect against leakage. Any dry materials with potential to cause pollution will be
covered to protect against rainfall runoff and protected from accidental vehicle impact.

Gas
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The design has been developed to remove or reduce the potential impacts listed above as follows:
Gas Networks Ireland have completed a load assessment for the new gas connection to ensure the
existing natural gas supply network has sufficient capacity to meet the increased demand without
impacting on the gas supply to other customers in the area.
Gas Networks Ireland will carry out all works on the gas supply network (i.e. works upstream of the
gas meters / gas skids) in a controlled manner to avoid loss of service to residential customers.
The existing gas supply to the Energy Centre will be protected and kept live until such time that the
new gas supply from Mount Brown is available. The existing boilers are dual fuel and can be
switched over to run on oil to provide an alternative source of heating should natural gas be
unavailable for any reason during the construction works.
All natural gas works will be designed and constructed in accordance with I.S. 820, I.S. 329, I.S.
265 and Bord Gais Networks “Industrial Commercial Guidelines for Designers/Builders”.
All work in the vicinity of gas transmission network will be completed in compliance with the Bord
Gais Networks document ‘Code of Practice 2011 – Working in the Vicinity of the Transmission
Network’.

Telecommunications
The relevant utility provider will install all of the new incoming supplies to the new children’s
hospital, Children’s Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit. They will
agree road opening licences, operational times etc. with Dublin City Council. All of the work will be
carried out by authorised personnel who have expertise in the required works. This will minimise
disruption to surrounding areas.

Utilities owned by other stakeholders
The relevant utility provider will install all of the new incoming supplies, such as UPC, to the NPH,
CRIC and Family Accommodation Unit. They will agree road opening licences, operational times
etc. with Dublin City Council. All of the work will be carried out by authorised personnel who have
expertise in the required works. This will minimise disruption to surrounding areas.
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17.1.6.2

Operational Phase

Electricity
The ESB has sufficient capacity in the area to serve the new children’s hospital, Children's
Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit. No operational impacts are
anticipated.

Watermains
Cold water storage tanks will be provided as part of the proposed development; pumps will supply
water to the new children’s hospital from the cold water storage tanks. The storage tanks will act
as break tanks and buffer demand on the public watermain infrastructure. Irish Water and Dublin
City Council have indicated that there is sufficient capacity and pressure within the public
watermain system to manage the additional demand and ensure that all existing customers are
provided with acceptable service pressure in accordance with Irish Water/Dublin City Council
operational guidelines.
The new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit and the Children’s Research and
Innovation Centre will be fitted with water savings devices, such as dual-flush WCs, aerated taps,
urinal controllers, etc. These devices contribute to a reduction in demand on the watermain
network.
Investigations have been conducted into the feasibility of using groundwater from the underlying
aquifer to supply water for some uses, such as toilet-flushing – refer to Appendix 8.1 for details.
Therefore, while the public water supply infrastructure has the capacity to provide all water supply
needs of the proposed development, there remains the possibility that groundwater extracted from
the underlying aquifer could be used to reduce the demand on the public water supply
infrastructure.

Foul Drainage
Foul drainage for the proposed new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit and the
Children’s Research and Innovation Centre will be in accordance with the relevant standards for
design and construction. The removal from the combined/foul sewerage infrastructure of surface
water runoff from the subject site will reduce the hydraulic loading on the public sewerage
infrastructure during the critical times of rainfall. The diversion of the Drimnagh Sewer within the
site will involve the removal of five existing CSOs. None of the existing CSOs provide screens to
remove gross debris from the overflow prior to discharge to the receiving watercourse.
The new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit and the Children’s Research and
Innovation Centre will be fitted with water savings devices, such as dual-flush WCs, aerated taps,
urinal controllers, etc. These devices reduce the volume of foul sewage generated and contribute
to a reduction in loading on the foul/combined sewerage network.
Waste management areas within the basement of the new children’s hospital will be drained to the
foul/combined sewerage network. Floor gullies will be trapped and sealed to help reduce odours
and prevent coarse waste entering the sewerage network. Hydrocarbon separators (petrol
interceptors) will be provided in fuel storage areas.
The covered car-parks in the basement and lower ground floor levels of the new children’s hospital
will be drained to the foul/combined sewerage network, in accordance with Dublin City Council
requirements. Hydrocarbon separators (petrol interceptors) will be provided in on car-park drains
prior to discharge to the foul/combined sewerage network.

Storm Water Drainage
The proposed surface water drainage system will incorporate runoff control in the form of
attenuation, which will restrict discharge from the development to equivalent green field levels. This
will ensure that peak discharges to the River Camac will be less than the existing runoff from the
subject site, resulting in an improvement in the general surface hydrology.
Extensive green roofs will be used on the new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit
and the Children's Research and Innovation Centre buildings. In accordance with CIRIA Report
C644 Building Greener (Construction Industry Research and Information Association, 2007), green
roofs provide interception of rainfall, reducing the rate and volume of rainfall runoff.
Trapped gullies will be utilised in all surface water systems to the road, turning bays and car park
infrastructure so that sediment pollution to the local watercourses is minimised. Oil interceptors will
be used to treat runoff from all car-parking areas.
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The external service yard will be provided with trapped and sealed gullies and runoff will be routed
through oil interceptors prior to discharge. A gate valve will be provided to facilitate isolation of the
service yard in the event of an accidental spillage and prevent potentially contaminated runoff
entering the surface water drainage system.

Gas
The design has been developed to remove or reduce the potential impacts listed above as follows:
Gas Networks Ireland have completed a load assessment for the new gas connection to ensure the
existing natural gas supply network has sufficient capacity to meet the increased demand without
impacting on the gas supply to other customers in the area. To provide resilience, the new
children’s hospital boilers will be provided with dual fuel oil/gas burners and a diesel oil store will
provide an alternative source of heating should natural gas be unavailable for any reason.

Telecommunications
The local telecommunications providers have sufficient capacity in the area to serve the new
children’s hospital, Children's Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit.
No operational impacts are anticipated.

Utilities owned by other stakeholders
The local utility providers, such as UPC, have sufficient capacity in the area to serve the new
children’s hospital, Children's Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation Unit.
No operational impacts are anticipated.

17.1.6.3

‘Do Nothing’ Scenario

Electricity
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Watermains
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Foul Drainage
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If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Storm Water Drainage
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Gas
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Telecommunications
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Utilities owned by other stakeholders
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

17.1.7

Predicted Impact of Proposal
17.1.7.1

Construction Phase

Electricity
As the new children’s hospital, Children's Research and Innovation Centre and Family
Accommodation Unit will be provided with their own dedicated power supplies, and the ESB have
agreed to provide the supplies, there is no impact predicted.

Watermains
The works contractor will be required to apply to Irish Water for connection to supply construction
stage welfare facilities. Irish Water and Dublin City Council have indicated that there is sufficient
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capacity and pressure within the public watermain system to manage the additional demand and
ensure that all existing customers are provided with acceptable service pressure in accordance with
Irish Water/Dublin City Council operational guidelines.

Foul Drainage
The works contractor will be required to apply to Irish Water for connection to discharge drainage
from excavation and site welfare facilities. The works contractor will be obliged to comply with any
conditions of the discharge licence to control discharge quality and rate of flow. It is therefore
expected that the impact on the public sewerage infrastructure will be acceptable to the operator of
the network.

Storm Water Drainage
At the site of the new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit and the Children's
Research and Innovation Centre, the existing drainage system will be maintained in the early
stages of the construction phase; it is therefore expected that there will be no impact on storm
water drainage network. As excavation operations proceed, the area drained to the surface water
drainage network will reduce, thereby reducing the loading on the system.
At the Davitt Road site, the existing drainage system will be maintained and therefore it is expected
that there will be no impact on the surface water drainage system.

Gas
There are no identified residual impacts to the natural gas supply.

Telecommunications
There are no identified residual impacts to the telecommunications network arising from the
proposal.

Utilities owned by other stakeholders
There are no identified residual impacts to the relevant utility networks, such as UPC, arising from
the proposal.

17.1.7.2

Operational Phase

Electricity
As the new children’s hospital will be provided with its own dedicated power supply, and the ESB
have agreed to provide this, there is no impact predicted.

Watermains
At the operational phase, there will be increased demand on the public watermain infrastructure. It
is proposed to provide on-site storage tanks, which will buffer demand on the public watermain
infrastructure. Irish Water and Dublin City Council have indicated that there is sufficient capacity
and pressure within the public watermain system to manage the additional demand and ensure that
all existing customers are provided with acceptable service pressure in accordance with Irish
Water/Dublin City Council operational guidelines.

Foul Drainage
The proposed development and diversion of the Drimnagh Sewer was subjected to a Development
Impact Assessment (DIA) conducted by WS Atkins International Ltd on behalf of Irish Water. The
DIA was conducted using the hydraulic model prepared for the City Centre Sewerage Scheme, on
behalf of Irish Water. The City Centre Sewerage Scheme (CCSS) is a city-wide assessment of the
public sewerage infrastructure with the aim of identifying areas of the City Centre Drainage Area
catchment that are under capacity and to propose solutions.
The purpose of the DIA was to determine the impact of the proposed development on the city’s
sewerage system and existing CSOs remote from the site. A report prepared by WS Atkins on the
findings of the DIA is appended to the Engineering Services Report submitted with this planning
application. The findings of the DIA show that, in the vicinity of the site, “there is a reduction in
overall flooding as a result of the [new children’s] hospital drainage proposals” – see Table 17.3
(extracted from DIA report).
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Table 17.3: Flooding Reduction between Pre- and Post-Development
Pre-development
Flood Volume m³

Post-development
Flood Volume m³

5 year

7,259

7,107

30 year

19,048

18,577

100 year

35,886

35,034

Return Period
Pre Climate Change Application:

Post Climate Change Application:
5 year

9,176

9,036

30 year

23,513

22,868

100 year

44,271

43,451

The DIA report for Irish Water identifies “some localised increases in flood volume between the pre
and post-developments; in general these increases in flood volume are low”. Personnel from
Dublin City Council Drainage Services Division investigated a number of these locations for
evidence of surcharge and/or flooding.
The DIA report identifies small changes in the city-wide volume of environmental spill from the
existing sewerage network as a result of the proposed development – see Table 17.4 (extracted
from WS Atkins report).

Table 17.4: Environmental Spill Volumes between Pre- and Post-Development
Return Period

Pre-development
Spill Volume m³ (24hrs)

Post-development
Spill Volume m³ (24hrs)

Percentage Change

Pre Climate Change Application:
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5 year

169,288

169,263

-0.015%

30 year

257,794

257,723

-0.028%

100 year

447,751

448,417

+0.150%

Post Climate Change Application:
5 year

186,788

187,053

+0.140%

30 year

282,776

283,291

+0.180%

100 year

495,784

495,425

-0.070%

The DIA report states that “it should be noted that the percentage changes are very small in all
return periods” and that “there is negligible difference in the overall spill volume to the
environment”. As can be seen from the table above, the overall impact of the proposed
development on environmental spills is relatively minor in the context of the on-going CCSS.
The WS Atkins report concludes that “there are a number of benefits to the sewer network” as a
result of the National Paediatric Hospital Project development and proposes “that the development
impact assessment is re-visited when the entire Dublin City Centre model is fully verified in Autumn
2015 as part of the ongoing City Centre Sewerage Scheme (CCSS).
In summary, the DIA report for Irish Water concludes that “the development of the NPHP results in
a reduction of storm run-off to the combined sewer network, with attenuation provided on site to
limit run-off to the River Camac. This results in negligible changes to environmental spills, some
localised surcharging, but an overall reduction in flood volume in the vicinity of the NPHP.”

Storm Water Drainage
The removal from the combined/foul sewerage infrastructure of surface water runoff from the sites
of the new children’s hospital and the Family Accommodation Unit will reduce the hydraulic loading
on the public sewerage infrastructure during the critical times of rainfall. The proposed surface
water drainage system will incorporate runoff control in the form of attenuation, which will restrict
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discharge from the development to equivalent green field levels. This will ensure that peak
discharges to the River Camac will be less than the existing runoff from the subject site, resulting in
an improvement in the general surface hydrology.
The DIA report for Irish Water identifies changes to the surface water flow from the site of the new
children’s hospital and the Family Accommodation Unit to the receiving sewers and watercourse as
a result of the proposed development – see Table 17.5 (extracted from WS Atkins report). The
report notes that “there is a 100% reduction in storm run-off entering the combined network at
Mount Brown and Brookfield Road”.

Table 17.5: Storm Flows from new children’s hospital site to Receiving
Sewers/River
Critical Storm
Event (Return
Period and
Duration)

Mount Brown Sewer

Brookfield Road Sewer

River Camac

Pre-dev
(l/s)

Post-dev
(l/s)

Pre-dev
(l/s)

Post-dev
(l/s)

Pre-dev
(l/s)

Post-dev
(l/s)

5 year 120min

84

0

73

0

71

9.9

30 year 120min

126

0

112

0

112

9.9

100 year 240min

97

0

109

0

97

9.9

The Children's Research and Innovation Centre site will also be provided with a surface water
drainage system incorporating runoff control in the form of attenuation, which will restrict discharge
from the development to equivalent green field levels. The changes to the surface water flow from
the site of the Children's Research and Innovation Centre to the receiving sewer as a result of the
proposed development have been calculated using the Modified Rational Method – see Table 17.6.

Table 17.6: Storm Flows from CRIC site to Receiving Sewer
Critical Storm
Event (Return
Period and
Duration)

James’s Street Sewer
Pre-dev
(l/s)

Post-dev
(l/s)

5 year 120min

4.3

4.0

30 year 120min

7.0

4.0

100 year 120min

9.7

4.0

The proposed development will incorporate Sustainable Drainage Systems. There will be extensive
provision of green roofs on the new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit and the
Children’s Research and Innovation Centre buildings. Ground level car-parking exposed to rainfall
will be provided with pervious pavements, which reduce both runoff volume and runoff rates. In
addition, surface water runoff from all car-parking areas will be passed through a Class 1 petrol
interceptor prior to discharge to the receiving surface watercourses. The discharge rate of surface
water runoff from the site will be limited to equivalent greenfield runoff rates, in accordance with
Dublin City Council requirements.

Gas
There are no identified residual impacts to the natural gas supply.

Telecommunications
There are no identified residual impacts to the telecommunications network arising from the
proposal.

Utilities owned by other stakeholders
There are no identified residual impacts to the relevant utility networks, such as UPC, arising from
the proposal.
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17.1.7.3

‘Do Nothing’ Scenario

Electricity
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario there are no impacts to the existing ESB network.

Watermains
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there would be no change to the existing operation of the watermain
network.

Foul Drainage
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there would be no change to the existing operation of the
combined/foul sewerage network. The combined/foul sewerage network would continue to receive
surface water runoff from 3.0 hectares of the subject site, with the associated impact on the
performance of Combined Sewer Overflows and discharges to the River Camac and the River
Liffey.

Storm Water Drainage
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there would be no change to the existing operation of the surface
water drainage network. The River Camac would continue to receive un-attenuated surface water
runoff from 1.97 hectares of the subject site, with the associated high flows contributing to flooding.

Gas
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there would be no change to the existing operation of the natural gas
network.

Telecommunications
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario there are no impacts to the existing telecommunications network.

Utilities owned by other stakeholders
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario there are no impacts to the existing utilities networks such as UPC.

17.1.8
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Monitoring
17.1.8.1

Electricity

ESB will test and commission all of their work and will monitor and maintain their ESB sub-stations
and network cabling post installation. All supplies will be metered to allow the new loads on the
network to be monitored in use.

17.1.8.2

Watermains

Upon installation of new watermains, pressure tests will be carried out to assess the potential for
leaks to occur in the newly constructed watermains. The proposed watermain system will
incorporate water meters at all points of connection to the public watermain network; this will
facilitate ongoing monitor of demand.

17.1.8.3

Foul Drainage

Upon installation of new foul drains, pressure tests will be carried out to assess the potential for
leaks to occur in the new constructed drains. Following completion of the proposed drainage
systems, a short-term flow and rainfall survey (involving in-pipe flow monitors and rain gauges on
site) will be carried out to identify misconnections and allow for comparison with watermain meter
readings to facilitate assessment and identification of any leakages.

17.1.8.4

Storm Water Drainage

Upon installation of new surface water drains, pressure tests will be carried out to assess the
potential for leaks to occur in the new constructed drains. Following completion of the proposed
drainage systems, a short-term flow and rainfall survey (involving in-pipe flow monitors and rain
gauges on site) will be carried out to identify misconnections and allow for comparison with
watermain meter readings to facilitate assessment and identification of any leakages.

17.1.8.5

Gas

All natural gas pipework will be installed and pressure tested in accordance with I.S. 820 and Gas
Networks Ireland guidelines and a non-domestic certificate of conformance will be required from the
contractor prior to gas being switched on. Gas detection systems will be provided where
appropriate and will be linked to the Building Management System to shut off the gas supply in the
event of a leak.
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17.1.8.6

Telecommunications

The providers of incoming telecommunications supplies will test and commission all of their cabling
/ work and will monitor and maintain their network cabling post installation.

17.1.8.7

Utilities owned by other stakeholders

The providers of incoming utility supplies, such as UPC, will test and commission all of their cabling
/ work and will monitor and maintain their network cabling post installation.

17.1.9

Reinstatement
17.1.9.1

Electricity

ESB will fully reinstate all roads and pavements where new cabling has been installed to serve the
new children’s hospital, Children’s Research and Innovation Centre and Family Accommodation
Unit . The re-instatement will be in accordance with Dublin City Council and NRA requirements.

17.1.9.2

Watermains

Following completion of the construction phase it is proposed to reinstate the Davitt Road site to
near its current condition. The future use of the site is currently unknown and it is an area of mixed
residential and commercial use. The adjoining site has been granted planning to be redeveloped as
the Ambulance Base (Reg. Ref. 2309/15).
The new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit and the Children's Research and
Innovation Centre have a 100 year design-life and in the event that it is discontinued with a view to
reinstatement this would likely require a new planning permission and potentially an assessment of
impacts.

17.1.9.3

Foul Drainage

Following completion of the construction phase it is proposed to reinstate the Davitt Road site to
near its current condition. The future use of the site is currently unknown and it is an area of mixed
residential and commercial use. The adjoining site has been granted planning to be redeveloped as
the Ambulance Base (Reg. Ref. 2309/15).
The new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit and the Children's Research and
Innovation Centre have a 100 year design-life and in the event that it is discontinued with a view to
reinstatement this would likely require a new planning permission and potentially an assessment of
impacts.

17.1.9.4

Storm Water Drainage

Following completion of the construction phase it is proposed to reinstate the Davitt Road site to
near its current condition. The future use of the site is currently unknown and it is an area of mixed
residential and commercial use. The adjoining site has been granted planning to be redeveloped as
the Ambulance Base (Reg. Ref. 2309/15).
The new children’s hospital, the Family Accommodation Unit and the Children's Research and
Innovation Centre have a 100 year design-life and in the event that it is discontinued with a view to
reinstatement this would likely require a new planning permission and potentially an assessment of
impacts.

17.1.9.5

Gas

Gas Networks Ireland will carry out all natural gas works outside of the site boundary and this will
include the reinstatement of roads and footpaths.

17.1.9.6

Telecommunications

The relevant telecommunication providers will fully reinstate all roads and pavements where new
cabling has been installed to serve the new children’s hospital, Children’s Research and Innovation
Centre and Family Accommodation Unit. The re-instatement will be in accordance with Dublin City
Council and NRA requirements.

17.1.9.7

Utilities owned by other stakeholders

The relevant utility providers, such as UPC, will fully reinstate all roads and pavements where new
cabling has been installed to serve the new children’s hospital, Children’s Research and Innovation
Centre and Family Accommodation Unit. The re-instatement will be in accordance with Dublin City
Council and NRA requirements.
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17.2

Tallaght Hospital
17.2.1

Introduction

Utility services issues are addressed in this section of the EIS including surface water, foul drainage, water
supply, electrical power, natural gas, and incoming telecoms.
It should be noted that generally a building of this size and nature would not normally require an EIS to be
prepared for it. However, as the children’s hospital satellite centre is an integral part of the National Paediatric
Hospital Project the following information has been provided for completeness. The children’s hospital
satellite centre will have less than 5% of the floor area of the main development at the St James Hospital
campus and is much smaller scale and complexity has resulted in some differences in the methodology and
presentation of the children’s hospital satellite centre impacts and mitigation measures set out below.
The proposed development is located on the existing Tallaght Hospital campus in Dublin 24.

Figure 17.3: Site Location Map
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17.2.2

Methodology

The assessment of the potential impact of the activity of water services was carried out according to best
practice and the methodology specified in the following guidance documents.


Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Guidelines on the Information to be Contained in
Environmental Impact Statements (2002);



Environmental Protection Agency Advice Notes on Current Practice (in the Preparation of
Environmental Impact Statements) (2003).

The following sources of information were also consulted:
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Control of Water Pollution from Construction Sites, Guidance for Consultants and Contractors (CIRIA
532, 2001);



“Greater Dublin Strategic Drainage Study” published under the National Development Plan;



Greater Dublin Regional Code of Practice For Drainage Works;



Ciria Report “C697 – Sustainable Drainage Systems”;



“Irish Building Regulations Technical Guidance Documents” Department of the Environment and
Local Government;



Environmental Protection Agency Wastewater Treatment Manuals – Treatment Systems for Small
Communities, Business, Leisure Centres and Hotels;



European Communities Environmental Objectives (Groundwater) Regulations, 2010;



CIRIA SuDs Manual;



The Greater Dublin Strategy, 'Drainage of Development Site - A Guide by HR Wallingford/CIRIA;



South Dublin County Council Development Plan 2010 - 2016;



Site Investigation, National Paediatric Hospital Project - Satellite Centres, Ground Investigation
Contract, Causeway Geotech Ltd, Ref. 14-973;



Ordnance Survey of Ireland Maps;



Office of Public Works flood mapping data (www.floodmaps.ie);



The Planning System and Flood Risk management, Guidelines for Planning Authorities (Department
of the Environmental, Heritage and Local Government (DoEHLG) and the Office of Public Works
(OPW);



CFRAM PFRA Maps (OPW).



Safety advice for working in the vicinity of natural gas pipes. – Gas Networks Ireland



Avoidance of electrical hazards when digging/drilling – Electricity Supply Board

17.2.3

Receiving Environment

This section has been prepared to identify and assess the impact of the proposed development on the
surrounding services environment.
A Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) survey was conducted by Apex Surveys on behalf of the NPHDB in
December 2014. This survey identified existing foul, storm, watermain and utility services to the existing
campus that may be impacted on during the construction of the children’s hospital satellite centre.

17.2.3.1 Water Supply
South Dublin County Council has verbally confirmed that the existing infrastructure serving Tallaght
Hospital has adequate water supply to meet the project demand of the scheme. South Dublin
County Council receives 68.5ML/day of treated water from Dublin City Council's water treatment
facility at Ballymore Eustace and approximately 1.5ML/day from Fingal County Council's water
treatment plant at Leixlip. This water is distributed throughout the County via 1,450km of water
mains and main storage reservoirs at Belgard, Peamount, Kiltalown, and Saggart.
An existing 225mm PVC ring watermain services the existing hospital campus, which feeds all of
the campus potable water requirements. It is understood that the existing system has adequate
spare capacity to serve the new structure and no new watermains are proposed. However, the
existing fire hydrant arrangement is currently inadequate in terms of coverage and new hydrants
have therefore been proposed.

17.2.3.2 Foul Drainage
A number of 100mm and 150mm diameter foul drains run in an east-west direction from the
existing building before turning and meeting in an internal courtyard. The existing foul drainage to
the north and south of the existing building will be utilised if possible. However, it should be noted
that the existing system is shallow and hence it appears that the levels are quite difficult. In
addition, the existing foul drainage system on the north side of the existing building is reported as
having flooded manholes. This indicates a potential problem locally on the existing campus which
should be investigated and remediated as a maintenance concern. Therefore, these existing drains
will have any necessary remedial works carried out as part of the works for the children’s hospital
satellite centre.
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South Dublin County Council has confirmed that there are no issues with the public foul drainage
system immediately surrounding the campus.
It has been confirmed that there is sufficient
wastewater treatment capacity to cater for the proposed development. The new sewerage within
the development will be designed to convey peak flows from these facilities at gradients sufficient to
give self-cleansing velocities within the pipes. This will help reduce maintenance and prevent
blockages within the network.

17.2.3.3 Surface Water Drainage
There are a number of local surface water drains on the site that will need to be diverted as part of
the works. Primarily, there is a 900mm surface water drain running west-east on the southern end
of the site which will need diversion to allow the construction of the children’s hospital satellite
centre. It appears that this is a private drain as it is not shown on council records. This diversion
will involve considerable excavation in the existing access road due to the existing deep invert
levels in order to tie back into the original outfall. It is proposed to connect the new development to
the existing surface water system to the east of the site.
South Dublin County Council has confirmed that there are no current capacity issues in the
immediate vicinity of the hospital.
Roughan & O'Donovan Consulting Engineers obtained older drainage and utility records from the
NPHDB, which were mostly produced by Garland Consulting Engineers. In addition, records were
obtained for the public drainage system from South Dublin County Council. This information was
used to check the existing services within Tallaght Hospital.

17.2.3.4 Flooding
A Stage 1 flood risk assessment was carried out in accordance with the requirements of the
Guidelines produced by the DoEHLG. The purpose of this assessment is to identify whether there
may be flooding management issues related to a plan area or proposed development site that may
warrant further investigation.
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The OPW Flood Hazard Mapping shows no immediate risk of flooding within the Tallaght Hospital
campus. However, information from CFRAM website shows a small area to the west hatched in
light orange and states that this area is described as 'Pluvial Indicative 1% AEP (100 year Event)'.
The AEP is a statistical measurement indicated the likelihood of a flood of a certain intensity
occurring or been exceed in any given year. It is also noted that the area of flooding indicated is
rainfall only and is based around a low point in the hospital grounds that is situated in the footprint
of the existing building. This low point will also be removed as part of the works.
The guidelines state that as a hospital, the children’s hospital satellite centre would be classed as a
highly vulnerable facility and would therefore be suited to Flood Zone C. As the proposed site is
not in an area where flooding from rivers is predicted, the area can be said to be Zone C.
The proposed floor level of the development is 102.5m OD (Malin) and the general topography in
the area is falling gently to the south towards the N81 Tallaght Bypass. The lowest level of the
Tallaght Hospital Site is 101.0m OD at the main entrance hence the proposed development is
approximately 1.5m higher than the lowest overall site level. This would suggest that full flood risk
assessment is not required.

17.2.3.5 Power
The hospital electrical demand is served by means of dual ESB network connections from Tallaght
and Belgard 110KV substations. These 110KV substations connect to the hospital at Medium
voltage 10KV.
The hospital is supplied and linked via 4No private MV 10KV ring main substations located around
the hospital campus. The nearest substation to the proposed children’s hospital satellite centre is
Substation No. 4. Substation No4 is served from a 10KV MV ring main unit located within its own
dedicated room, which in turn serves a 1000kVA oil transformer located within a dedicated room
adjacent to the MV ring main switch room, from here it supplies a Low voltage switchboard within a
dedicated room adjacent to the transformer room.

17.2.3.6 Natural Gas
The existing Gas Network Ireland supply enters the Tallaght Hospital Campus at the back of the
multi-storey car park where it is centrally metered. From this location the hospital have a metered
natural gas main which runs around the back of the hospital building serving the central energy
centre and other remote boiler plant-rooms; this line terminates in the Rotunda boiler plant-room.
Current information indicates that the existing natural gas line is at maximum capacity, and that a
new gas connection will be required for the children’s hospital satellite centre.
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17.2.3.7 Telecommunications
The existing Eircom telecommunication supply serving the host hospital needs to be re-located as
part of the enabling works. A new duct route shall offset this route to avoid the children’s hospital
satellite centre foundations this will also include a connection to the NCH. The existing UPC ducting
on site shall be utilised for diversity and new ducting shall be provided to connect to the children’s
hospital satellite centre.

17.2.4

Characteristics of the Proposed Development

The proposed development is for a children’s hospital satellite centre as part of the National Paediatric
Hospital Project. Please refer to section 2 of the EIS for a full description of the proposed development.

17.2.4.1 Water Supply
An existing 225mm PVC ring watermain services the existing hospital campus, which feeds all of
the campus potable water requirements. No diversion of the watermain is required for the
construction of the new development. However, the existing fire hydrant arrangement is currently
inadequate in terms of coverage and new hydrants have therefore been proposed. In addition, a
separate water meter will be provided to the development to allow monitoring of water usage.

17.2.4.2 Foul Drainage
A number of 100mm and 150mm diameter foul drains run in an east-west direction from the
existing building before turning and meeting in an internal courtyard. The existing foul drainage to
the north and south of the existing building will be utilised if possible. During the GPR survey, it
was noted that a number of the manholes and pipes along the north of the existing building were
blocked. Further investigation including cleaning and CCTV surveys are currently being carried out
on these drainage runs to determine their condition. In the event that they have been damaged
beyond use, they will be replaced.
Generally, a separate foul water system will be provided for the development with the all drains 100
- 150mm in diameter. The foul sewerage network will consist of a series of new manholes and
uPVC pipes laid around the building to collect internal wastewater drainage from sinks, toilets,
showers, etc. In addition, there are a number of existing manholes in the internal hospital
courtyards that will be in the new corridor upon completion of the works. As it is not feasible to
divert these drains due to the number of live connections without providing bends under floors
which is not considered best practice, manholes are to be rebuilt in reinforced concrete and doublesealed manholes cover installed to prevent infection risks.

17.2.4.3 Surface Water Drainage
There are a number of local surface water drains and probable sewers on the site that will need to
be diverted as part of the works. Primarily, there is a 900mm surface water drain running west-east
on the southern end of the site which will need diverting to allow the construction of the proposed
children’s hospital satellite centre. It appears this is a private drain as it is not shown on council
records. This diversion will involve considerable excavation in the existing access road due to the
existing deep invert levels in order to tie back into the original outfall. The Dublin Regional Code of
Practice for Drainage Works requires 3m clearance from a sewer to any foundation or building.
While the surface water system is in fact a private drain, it is best practice to adhere to this
requirement wherever possible for new drainage and diversions. In order to provide for the
developing building layout it will be necessary to divert a number of drainage runs to the south and
south east of the proposed building including the 900mm surface water sewer.
A new surface water system is proposed to serve the new development consisting of a series of
manholes and pipes ranging in size from 150mm to 450mm in diameter. Surface water attenuation
is envisaged for this development as it is unlikely that there will be adequate space on site for a
soakaway given the building density onsite and proximity to boundaries and structures. In addition,
the site investigation indicates that the site is unsuitable for large scale infiltration. The sewerage
will be designed to convey peak flows from these facilities at gradients sufficient to give selfcleansing velocities within the pipes. This will help reduce maintenance and prevent blockages
within the network. Permeable paving has been proposed for the new car parking area to the south
of the development site. This pavement and associated build up will act as a filtration and storage
system prior to discharge to the existing system.

17.2.4.4 Flooding
A Stage 1 flood risk assessment was carried out in accordance with the requirements of the
Guidelines produced by the DoEHLG. The purpose of this assessment is to identify whether there
may be flooding management issues related to a plan area or proposed development site that may
warrant further investigation.
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The proposed floor level of the development is 102.5m OD (Malin) and the general topography in
the area is falling gently to the south towards the N81 Tallaght Bypass. The lowest level of the
Tallaght Hospital Site is 101.0m OD at the main entrance hence the proposed development is
approximately 1.5m higher than the lowest overall site level. This would suggest that full flood risk
assessment is not required.

17.2.4.5 Power
Power to the new integrated children’s hospital satellite centre will emanate from existing 1000kVA
transformer located within at substation 4.

17.2.4.6 Natural Gas
During the course of the stage 1 process Tallaght hospital have commissioned work on a new gas
connection, which will act as a second supply to their site. The new connection will provide
resilience against a single gas meter supply point failure. The location of this new meter is to be on
the main hospital road entrance side of the site. The exact location will need to be confirmed by the
Technical Services Department at Tallaght, or alternatively Gas Networks Ireland.
The children’s hospital satellite centre connection will be next to the new host hospital connection.
The children’s hospital satellite centre connection will consist of a U65 meter, which will allow for
separate metering and billing for the children’s hospital satellite hospital.

17.2.4.7 Telecommunications
It is proposed to bring new telecommunications supplies into the Main Equipment Room (MER) and
Secondary Equipment Room (SER) via diverse routes. Additional chambers and duct routes shall
be provided to connect the MER and SER to the Telecommunication supplier’s network. All new
ducting shall be sub ducted to allow future expansion.

17.2.5

Potential Impact of the Proposed Development

This section has been prepared to identify the potential impacts of the proposed development on the
surrounding services environment .

17.2.5.1 Water Supply
The proposed development will not affect the existing 225mm ring main that currently services the
existing hospital campus.
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Construction Phase
New fire hydrants will be positioned to cover a radius of 46m in accordance with the Building
Regulations Technical Guidance Document part B and will be no closer than 6m to any building. In
addition, sluice valves will be installed on the hydrant spurs to allow isolation if required.

Operational Phase
The children’s hospital satellite centre will cater for 200 patients/visitors and will have approximately
90 staff as per table 17.7. The design loading for foul drainage can be used to evaluate the water
demand on the site, results of which are outlined in table 17.7. On this basis a water demand of
some 86,200 litres/day is estimated. Water demand is generally designed with a peak flow of 2.5
times the average. Therefore, the peak demand for the proposed development is estimated to be
6.0 l/s x 2.5 = 15 l/s.
24 hours storage will be provided for the development and a potable cold water storage tank shall
be provided. Separate supplies shall provide the cold fee make-up to hot water units. The hot and
cold water system shall be designed and installed in full compliance with anti- legionella legislation
and incorporate destraification pumps, secondary return circuits, etc.

'Do Nothing' Scenario
If the children's hospital satellite centre does not proceed, there will be no impact on the existing
water supply.

17.2.5.2 Foul Drainage
Construction Phase
Parts of the existing drainage system on site are reported to be blocked or damaged. Additional
information has been sought on these and this will be evaluated during the later design stage. In
the event of pipes or manholes being damaged beyond repair, they will be replaced on site. In
addition, a number of new connections are required during the works. The contractor will be
required to ensure that existing foul drainage flows are maintained at all times by either the
installation of temporary drainage runs or the use of pumping.
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In addition, during the construction phase there will be a number of personnel based on site who
will require canteen and toilet facilities, which will discharge to the existing foul drainage system via
a temporary connection. At no time during construction will foul sewerage be allowed to discharge
to existing or proposed storm water drains.

Operational Phase
The children’s hospital satellite centre will cater for 200 patients/visitors and will have approximately
90 staff as per table 17.7. The EPA Wastewater Treatment Manual has been used to calculate the
proposed flows from the development to the public sewer system. Based on this manual and the
predicted staff and patient numbers, the estimated foul sewerage is:

Table 17.7: Foul Drainage Flow Calculation
Use

Units

Medical Staff
Patients / Visitors

No.
No.

Quantity

90
200

Flow
(litres/person
/day)
180
350

BOD
(g/hd/day)

Daily Flow
(litres/day)

60
75

Total

Daily
BOD (g)

16,200
70,000

5,400
15,000

86,200

20,400

Foul Sewer Designed for 6 x DWF + 20% Infiltration
Total Flow:

= 86,200 litres/day
= 1.0 litres /sec (DWF)

= 6.0 litres / sec (6 x DWF)
Therefore, the foul sewer system has been designed for a flow of 6.0 litres/sec.

'Do Nothing' Scenario
If the children's hospital satellite centre does not proceed, there will be no impact on the existing foul
drainage system.

17.2.5.3 Storm Water Drainage
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Construction Phase
There are a number of potential impacts to the storm water receiving waters and sewers from the
construction stage of the project. These include


Ground excavation solids



Accidental spillage of hydrocarbons from the construction plant the storage



Foul waste from contractor's welfare facilities if not properly contained on site



Waste from cementicious products and other construction debris



Ground water from surface excavations



Vehicle wheel wash water



Inappropriate handling and storage of materials and waste

The magnitude of these potential contaminants is dependent on the site management practices
during the works. The contractor will be required to submit and implement a construction
management plan detailing surface water management strategy during the works. In addition, this
plan will be required to address separation traps on temporary systems also.

Operational Phase
A separate storm water drainage shall be provided in the form of concrete and uPVC pipes, both
solid and perforated with spigot and socket joints. Pipes will be bedded in specified grades of stone
or concrete where cover to the crown of the pipe is restricted. Manholes and access points shall
also be provided at locations where a change in direction or diameter of pipe occurs or where a
large inflow is expected. Silt pits shall be located downstream of any perforated pipes to prevent
ingress of sold material to the storm drainage network:

The proposed surface water system is a gravity system and no pumping is required. The system
has been designed to provide self-cleansing velocity to minimise maintenance and potential
blockages. All surface water from the proposed new developed will be collected and attenuated on
site prior to discharge to the public storm water system. A storm water attenuation tank and
hydrobrake are proposed in order to provide storage for the 1 in 100 year storm event with a
outflow of 2 l/s/ha as per standard requirements of South Dublin County Council. This results in a
required storage volume of 220 m3 which has been indicated on the drainage proposals. As the
greenfield run-off rate calculated in accordance with the Institute of Hydrology Report No. 124
(increased by 10% to allow for climate change) is 10.2 l/s/ha for the 1 in 100 year event, it can be
seen that the proposed outflows are approximately 5 times less that then existing greenfield rate.
In addition to the above system, the final manhole prior to the hydrobrake will consist of a 500mm
deep sump to further reduce the potential for solids to pollute the receiving storm water system.

'Do Nothing' Scenario
If the children's hospital satellite centre does not proceed, there will be no impact on the existing
surface water drainage system.

17.2.5.4

Flooding

Construction Phase
During the construction phase of the works, there is an increased flow from the site as the full
drainage system may not be in place. The contractor will be required to regulate flows from the site
during this period as per their Construction Waste Management Plan. These measures may
include ponds on the site, or by early installation of the attenuation tank and hydrobrake.

Operational Phase
The impact on the receiving environmental with respect to surface water management and flooding
will be minimal as the run-off will be routed through a flow control device (such as a hydrobrake)
and released in a controlled manner. In addition, the flow rate for the 1 in 100 year event will be
approximately 5 times less than the predicted green-field run-off rate hence resulting in a
considerable reduction in local flows.

'Do Nothing' Scenario
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If the children's hospital satellite centre does not proceed, there will be no impact on the existing
potential flood situation.

17.2.5.5

Power

Construction Phase
During the construction phase of the works the contractor shall relocate the existing power cables
traversing the children’s hospital satellite centre. This will require a power outage in agreement with
the host hospital.

Operational Phase
There will be no operational phase impacts as a result of the new power supply to the children’s
hospital satellite centre.

Do Nothing' Scenario
If the children's hospital satellite centre does not proceed, there will be no impact on the existing
power installation.

17.2.5.6 Natural Gas
Construction Phase
During construction trenching will be required to lay the pipe. This will affect the access road and
pavement where the pipe crosses to the children’s hospital satellite centre.

Operational Phase
There will be no operational phase impacts as a result of the new natural gas supply to the
children’s hospital satellite centre.

Do Nothing' Scenario
If the children's hospital satellite centre does not proceed, there will be no impact on the existing
natural gas installation.
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17.2.5.7 Telecommunications
Construction Phase
During construction trenching will be required to lay and relocate the conduit. This will result in a
loss of connectivity to the Eircom network in agreement with the host hospital. Also this may affect
the access road and pavement where the pipe crosses and runs parallel to the children’s hospital
satellite centre.

Operational Phase
There will be no operational phase impacts as a result of the new telecoms supply to the children’s
hospital satellite centre.

'Do Nothing' Scenario
If the children's hospital satellite centre does not proceed, there will be no impact on the existing
telecommunications installation.

17.2.6

Ameliorative, Remedial or Reductive Measures
17.2.6.1 Construction Phase
Drainage
The contractor will be obliged to maintain flows in existing drainage at all times unless agreed with
the Tallaght Hospital Estates Office. All works in the vicinity of services will be in compliance with
any requirements of both South Dublin County Council requirements as well as Tallaght Hospital.
As per South Dublin County Council requirements, the standards set out in the Greater Dublin
Strategic Drainage Study must be addressed in all new developments with regard to SuDs
measures. During the construction phase for this development, and to avoid any potential flooding
to the site, the contractor will be required to put in place a surface water management plan
including but not limited to maintenance of temporary connections and the provision of temporary
pumping equipment.

Power
The contractor will be obliged to maintain the existing campus live at all times unless agreed with
the Tallaght Hospital Estates Office. All works in the vicinity of services will be in compliance with
any requirements of both South Dublin County Council requirements as well as Tallaght Hospital.

Natural Gas
The design has been developed to remove or reduce any potential impacts as follows:
Gas Networks Ireland will carry out all works on the gas supply network (i.e. works upstream of the
gas meters / gas skids) in a controlled manner to avoid loss of service to adjacent customers.
The existing gas supply to the site will be kept live until such time that the new gas supply is
available.
All natural gas works will be designed and constructed in accordance with I.S. 820, I.S. 329, I.S.
265 and Bord Gais Networks “Industrial Commercial Guidelines for Designers/Builders”.
All work in the vicinity of gas transmission network will be completed in compliance with the Bord
Gais Networks document ‘Code of Practice 2011 – Working in the Vicinity of the Transmission
Network’.

Telecommunications
The relevant utility provider will install all of the new incoming supplies to the children’s hospital
satellite centre. They will agree road opening licences, operational times etc. with South Dublin
County Council, where required. All of the work will be carried out by authorised personnel who
have expertise in the required works. This will minimise disruption to surrounding areas.

17.2.6.2 Operational Phase
Water Supply
No mitigation measures are proposed at this time as there should be sufficient capacity in the
public system to supply the development. The architect and services engineers may consider
the incorporation of water conservation measures such as low flush toilets or grey water reuse.
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Rainwater harvesting was also considered and determined as a non-viable Sustainable Urban
Drainage System (SuDs) measure in consultation with the Employer, due to increased infection
risks from consuming potentially untreated water, as well as increased maintenance costs.

Foul Drainage
Remedial works to the existing foul drainage system on the hospital campus may be required
locally to the proposed development. No significant impact on the existing public foul sewer system
is envisaged based on the proposed flows. All new drainage systems will require to be pressure
tested by the contractor and a CCTV survey carried out to discover any possible defects.

Storm Water Drainage
Permeable paving has been proposed for the new car parking to act as both a storage zone and
provide filtration for hydrocarbons. This also removes the requirement for a bypass petrol
interceptor reducing any ongoing maintenance for the development.
Green roof construction was considered by the design team but it has been determined that due to
plant space requirements, maintenance issues and potential future expansion, is not a viable SuDs
measure. A surface level attenuation pond was also considered as part of the development in lieu
of the underground tank adopted. This presented a number of issues primarily including the space
requirements on the already congested campus.

Flooding
The system has been designed to limit the surface water run-off rate to the greenfield rates as the
Greater Dublin Strategic Drainage Study with storage of the in 1 in 100 year storm event. It is also
recommend that regular maintenance is undertaken by the management of the children’s hospital
satellite centre to ensure that all systems are free of debris and operating as designed.

Power
The contractor will be required to maintain operation of the host hospital power supply during the
remedial works. This may comprise of backup generator and new cable routs external to the
children’s hospital satellite centre.

Natural Gas
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The final route will be the most economic and minimally disruptive route available. This will help
minimise impact of the works.

Telecommunications
The final route will be the most economic and minimally disruptive route available while maintaining
acceptable diversity between incoming services. This will help minimise impact of the works.

17.2.6.3 'Do Nothing' Scenario
Power
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Watermains
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Foul Drainage
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Storm Water Drainage
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Natural Gas
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Telecommunications
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.
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17.2.7

Predicted Impact of the Proposed Development
17.2.7.1 Construction Phase
Drainage and Watermains
There are no predicted significant impacts for site infrastructural systems arising from the proposed
construction of the children’s hospital satellite centre in Tallaght Hospital in Dublin 24. This is due
to the temporary nature of construction and the expected use of temporary facilities by a competent
contractor. There will be a predicted power outage to substation No4 to facilitate the installation of a
new transformer and relocation of LV cabling.

Electricity
As the children’s hospital satellite centre is taking a power supply from the existing substation no. 4
there will be an outage required to this substation to allow these works to be carried out. This
impact will be mitigated by use of back-up generators and use of competent contractors.

Natural Gas
There are no identified residual impacts to the natural gas supply.

Telecommunications
There are no identified residual impacts to the telecommunications network arising from the
proposal.

17.2.7.2 Operational Phase
Power
There are no identified residual impacts to the electricity supply arising from the proposal.

Drainage
A range of mitigation measures have been proposed for the operational phase of the project.
These measures seek to ensure that all discharges from the development are controlled to prevent
impacts to receiving systems and downstream environments.
No significant residual impacts are anticipated with the measures proposed. In fact, a positive
impact on the surface water storm drainage system is proposed by the use of attenuation of surface
water and the remedial works to the existing foul drainage system.

Natural Gas
There are no identified residual impacts to the natural gas supply. The new connection to the site
being managed directly by Tallaght Hospital will in fact add additional resilience to the gas network
on the site.

Telecommunications
There are no identified residual impacts to the telecommunications network arising from the
proposal.

17.2.7.3 'Do Nothing' Scenario
Power
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there will be no impact on the existing situation.

Watermains
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there will be no impact on the existing situation.

Foul Drainage
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there will be no impact on the existing situation.

Storm Water Drainage
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there will be no impact on the existing situation.

Natural Gas
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there will be no impact on the existing situation.
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Telecommunications
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there will be no impact on the existing situation.

17.2.8

Monitoring
Drainage
Monitoring during construction will consist of the following:


Normal quality control inspection of the works during construction;



Adherence to the Construction and Environmental Management Plan (CMP);



All excavations will be visually assessed for signs of possible contamination
such as staining or strong odours;



Review of any water encountered during excavation to ensure it does not make its
way to the drainage systems;



Pressure testing and CCTV reviews of all new drainage systems.

Electricity
All power supplies will be metered to allow the new loads on the network to be monitored in use.

Watermains
Upon installation of new watermain connections, pressure tests will be carried out to assess the
potential for leaks to occur in the newly constructed watermains. The proposed watermain system
will incorporate water meters on the point of connection to the existing watermain network; this will
facilitate ongoing monitor of demand.

Natural Gas
All natural gas pipework will be installed and pressure tested in accordance with I.S. 820 and Gas
Networks Ireland guidelines and a non-domestic certificate of conformance will be required from the
contractor prior to gas being switched on. Gas detection systems will be provided where
appropriate and will be linked to the Building Management System to shut off the gas supply in the
event of a leak. Gas meter will be installed on the main supply to facilitate monitoring during use.
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Telecommunications
The providers of incoming telecommunications supplies will test and commission all of their cabling/
work and will monitor and maintain their network cabling post installation.

17.2.9

Reinstatement
Any temporary construction compounds will be completely removed from the site following the end
of the construction phase. Reinstatement at completion of the works will involve restoring areas to
their original condition and including the removal of any temporary connections and measures,
leaving the area in an acceptable and clean condition, removing all deleterious materials that may
have been deposited during construction works.
The contractor will fully reinstate all roads and pavements where new cabling, watermains, ducting,
drainage or natural gas has been installed to serve the c h i l d r e n ’ s h o s p i t a l satellite
centre. The re-instatement will be in accordance with South Dublin County Council and NRA
requirements.
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17.3

Connolly Hospital
17.3.1

Introduction

Services issues are undertaken in this section of the EIS including surface water, foul drainage and water
supply.
It should be noted that generally a building of this size and nature would not normally require an EIS to be
prepared for it. However, as the children’s hospital satellite centre is an integral part of the National Paediatric
Hospital Project the following information has been provided for completeness. The children’s hospital
satellite centre will have less than 5% of the floor area of the main development at the St James Hospital
campus and is much smaller scale and complexity has resulted in some differences in the methodology and
presentation of the children’s hospital satellite centre impacts and mitigation measures set out below.

Figure 17.4: Site Location Map
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The proposed development is located on the existing Connolly Hospital campus in Dublin 15.

17.3.2

Methodology

The assessment of the potential impact of the activity of water services was carried out according to best
practice and the methodology specified in the following guidance documents.


Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Guidelines on the Information to be Contained in
Environmental Impact Statements (2002);



Environmental Protection Agency Advice Notes on Current Practice (in the Preparation of
Environmental Impact Statements) (2003).

The following sources of information were also consulted:



Control of Water Pollution from Construction Sites, Guidance for Consultants and Contractors
(CIRIA 532, 2001);



“Greater Dublin Strategic Drainage Study” published under the National Development Plan;



Greater Dublin Regional Code of Practice For Drainage Works;



Ciria Report “C697 – Sustainable Drainage Systems”;



“Irish Building Regulations Technical Guidance Documents” Department of the Environment and
Local Government;



Environmental Protection Agency Wastewater Treatment Manuals – Treatment Systems for Small
Communities, Business, Leisure Centres and Hotels;



European Communities Environmental Objectives (Groundwater) Regulations, 2010;



CIRIA SuDs Manual;



The Greater Dublin Strategy, 'Drainage of Development Site - A Guide by HR Wallingford/CIRIA;



Fingal Development Plan 2011-2017;



Site Investigation, National Paediatric Hospital Project - Ground Investigation Contract, Causeway
Geotech Ltd, Ref. 14-240;



Ordnance Survey of Ireland Maps;



Office of Public Works flood mapping data (www.floodmaps.ie);



The Planning System and Flood Risk management, Guidelines for Planning Authorities
(Department of the Environmental, Heritage and Local Government (DoEHLG) and the Office of
Public Works (OPW);



CFRAM PFRA Maps (OPW).



Safety advice for working in the vicinity of natural gas pipes. – Gas Networks Ireland



Avoidance of electrical hazards when digging/drilling – Electricity Supply Board

17.3.3
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Receiving Environment
This section has been prepared to identify and assess the impact of the proposed development on
the surrounding services environment. A GPR survey was conducted by Apex Surveys in
December 2014. This survey identified existing foul, storm, watermain and utility services to the
existing campus that may be impacted on during the construction of the children’s hospital satellite
centre.

17.3.3.1 Water Supply
Fingal County Council has verbally confirmed that the existing infrastructure serving Connolly
Hospital has adequate water supply to meet the project demand of the scheme. Fingal County
Council is currently operating two water treatment plants at Leixlip and Bog of the Rings. The
primary source of water for Fingal is the Leixlip plant on the River Liffey, while the Bog of the Rings
provides water from wells and is mostly employed for supplementing the north county area. The
water is mostly pumped to the main storage reservoir at Ballycoolin from where it is distributed
through approximately 1750km of water mains.
An existing 150mm PVC ring watermain services the existing hospital campus, which feeds all of
the campus potable water requirements. It is understood that the existing system has adequate
spare capacity to serve the new structure and no new watermains are proposed. However, the
existing fire hydrant arrangement is currently inadequate in terms of coverage and new hydrants
have therefore been proposed.

17.3.3.2 Foul Drainage
A 300mm diameter foul water sewer runs east-west within the site before turning south towards the
hospital distribution road. This sewer is currently constructed at a depth of approximately 4.5m and
will required diversion.
Fingal County Council has indicated that while the sewers on site have adequate capacity for the
proposed extension, there are constraints downstream that are outside of the control of NPHDB or
the design team including accidental infiltration to the system in Castleknock, the capacity of the
Ringsend WWTW and additional overall storage on the system.
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17.3.3.3 Surface Water Drainage
A 225mm diameter surface water drain runs east-west within the site before turning south towards
the hospital distribution road. This drain appears to be constructed in rock and will need to be
diverted to allow the construction of the proposed children’s hospital satellite centre. This sewer
appears to carry the majority of the surface water run-off from the existing building immediately to
the north of the proposed development. In addition, according to the utilities survey, there are a
number of blocked and flooded drains on the proposed development site that may contribute to
pluvial flooding onsite. It is not clear from the survey exactly what these drains serve and further
investigations are ongoing.
Roughan & O'Donovan Consulting Engineers obtained older drainage and utility records from the
NPHDB, as well as updated drainage and watermain records from Fingal County Council. This
information was used to check the existing services within Connolly Hospital. Fingal County
Council has not raised any issues with the local surface water system during initial consultations.

17.3.3.4 Flooding
A Stage 1 flood risk assessment was carried out in accordance with the requirements of the
Guidelines produced by the DoEHLG. The purpose of this assessment is to identify whether there
may be flooding management issues related to a plan area or proposed development site that may
warrant further investigation.
The OPW Flood Hazard Mapping shows no immediate risk of flooding within the Connolly Hospital
campus. The closest event listed was on the N3 at the Blanchardstown Shopping Centre exit ramp
and at the Tolka River where it crosses under the M50 Motorway. However, information from
CFRAM website shows an area to the east hatched in blue and states that this area is described
as 'Fluvial Indicative 1% AEP (100 year Event)' as per Figure 17.5. The AEP is a statistical
measurement indicated the likelihood of a flood of a certain intensity occurring or been exceed in
any given year. It is also noted that the area of flooding indicated is not impacting on the proposed
building location but does include a section of the new access road. In addition, a small zone
described as 'Pluvial Indicative 1% AEP (100 year Event)' where there is a localised low point on
the site.
The guidelines state that as a hospital, the children’s hospital satellite centre would be classed as a
highly vulnerable facility and would therefore be suited to Flood Zone C. Based on the OPW Flood
Risk Management Guidelines, the structure is in Zone C, while the ambulance road is Zone B.
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Currently, a finished floor level of 54.45m OD is proposed to suit the access roads while minimising
the difference to the existing hospital levels. The PRFA mapping indicates an approximate
maximum fluvial flood level of 53.85m OD giving a 600mm difference which is in excess of the
500mm recommended by the OPW Flood Design Guidelines. In addition, the overall site falls
steeply to 53.1m OD at the south east corner of the development location, and continues to fall to a
level of approximately 48m OD at the Tolka River. With regard to the pluvial flooding noted, the
existing ground levels have resulted in a low spot in the centre of the proposed building that is
unable to drain due to the condition of the existing drains on site. However, as these drains are to
be removed as part of the works and the low point will no longer exist, this is not considered
relevant.

Figure 17.5: Flood Risk Assessment from MyPlan.ie Viewer

17.3.3.5 Power
The hospital electrical demand is served by means of dual ESB network connections from Finglas
and Ballycoolin 110KV substations. These 110KV substations connect to the hospital at medium
voltage 10KV. The hospital is supplied and linked via 5No private MV 10KV ring main substations.

17.3.3.6 Natural Gas
The Gas Network Ireland supply enters the Connolly Hospital campus at the back of the site in the
north west corner and distributes around the campus to a number of meters at various locations /
buildings.
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17.3.3.7 Telecommunications
Currently the main hospital is a private Wide Area Network (WAN) severed by 2 vendors (Vodafone
and Eircom) Vodafone incomer is located on the roof by means of radios on the water tower
structure which provides diverse routes to the existing coms room. A diverse feed telco incomer is
provided by Eircom via underground ducting to the main hospital.

17.3.4

Characteristics of the Proposed Development

The proposed development is for a children’s hospital satellite centre as part of the National Paediatric
Hospital Project. Please refer to section 2 of the EIS for a full description of the proposed development.

17.3.4.1 Water Supply
An existing 150mm PVC ring watermain services the existing hospital campus, which feeds all of
the campus potable water requirements. No diversion of the watermain is required for the
construction of the new development. However, the existing fire hydrant arrangement is currently
inadequate in terms of coverage and new hydrants have therefore been proposed. In addition, a
separate water meter will be provided to the development to allow monitoring of water usage.

17.3.4.2 Foul Drainage
A 300mm diameter foul water sewer runs east-west within the site before turning south towards the
hospital distribution road. This sewer is currently constructed at a depth of approximately 4.5m and
will required diverting. It is proposed to divert this sewer to the east to avoid future deep
excavations in the area marked for future expansion. In addition, a number of drains from the
existing hospital building will be diverted to avoid having drainage under buildings wherever
possible. Flows will have to be maintained at all times by the contractor through the use of
temporary drainage runs, phasing or the use of pumps. These details will be agreed with the
Connolly Hospital Estates Office prior to commencement of works. In addition, the existing
connections from the existing building would need to be extended to connect to the proposed
sewer.
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Generally, a separate foul water system will be provided for the development with the all drains 150
- 225mm in diameter. The foul sewerage network will consist of a series of new manholes and
uPVC pipes laid around the building to collect internal wastewater drainage from sinks, toilets,
showers, etc.

17.3.4.3 Surface Water Drainage
A 225mm diameter surface water drain runs east-west within the site before turning south towards
the hospital distribution road. This drain appears to be constructed in rock and will need to be
diverted to allow the construction of the proposed children’s hospital satellite centre. This sewer
appears to carry the majority of the surface water run-off from the existing building immediately to
the north of the proposed development.
In addition, according to the utilities survey, there are a number of blocked and flooded drains on
the proposed development site that may contribute to pluvial flooding on site as noted in Chapter
8. It is not clear from the survey exactly what these drains serve however it is proposed to lay a
new drain at sufficient depth to intercept them and divert them around the proposed building.
Further investigation is currently being carried out on these drains.
A new surface water system is proposed to serve the new development consisting of a series of
manholes and pipes ranging in size from 150mm to 450mm in diameter. Surface water attenuation
is proposed for this development with allowable run-off rates limited as per the requirements of
Fingal County Council. As there is not adequate space on site for a soakaway given the building
density onsite and proximity to boundaries and structures. In addition, the site investigation
indicates that the site is unsuitable for large scale infiltration. The sewerage will be designed to
convey peak flows from these facilities at gradients sufficient to give self-cleansing velocities within
the pipes. This will help reduce maintenance and prevent blockages within the network.
Permeable paving will be provided for the proposed car parking spaces where feasible to act as
both storage and filtration. As the number of additional car parking spaces will exceed 12 spaces a
class 1 petrol/oil separator will be provided on the surface water system.

17.3.4.4 Flooding
A Stage 1 flood risk assessment was carried out in accordance with the requirements of the
Guidelines produced by the DoEHLG. The purpose of this assessment is to identify whether there
may be flooding management issues related to a plan area or proposed development site that may
warrant further investigation.
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Information from CFRAM website shows an area to the east hatched in blue and states that this
area is described as 'Fluvial Indicative 1% AEP (100 year Event)' as per Figure 17.5. The AEP is a
statistical measurement indicated the likelihood of a flood of a certain intensity occurring or been
exceed in any given year. It is also noted that the area of flooding indicated is not impacting on the
proposed building location but does include a section of the new access road. In addition, a small
zone described as 'Pluvial Indicative 1% AEP (100 year Event)' where there is a localised low point
on the site.
Currently, a finished floor level of 54.45m OD is proposed to suit the access roads while minimising
the difference to the existing hospital levels. The PRFA mapping indicates an approximate
maximum fluvial flood level of 53.85m OD giving a 600mm difference which is in excess of the
500mm recommended by the OPW Flood Design Guidelines. In addition, the overall site falls
steeply to 53.1m OD at the south east corner of the development location, and continues to fall to a
level of approximately 48m OD at the Tolka River. With regard to the pluvial flooding noted, the
existing ground levels have resulted in a low spot in the centre of the proposed building that is
unable to drain due to the condition of the existing drains on site. However, as these drains are to
be removed as part of the works and the low point will no longer exist, this is not considered
relevant. Based on the OPW Flood Risk Management Guidelines, the structure is in Zone C, while
the ambulance road is Zone B. Regardless, additional surveying is being undertaken and a
catchment analysis for the stream is proposed to ensure that there are no residual issues. In the
event that the additional catchment analysis indicates that the extension is subject to fluvial
flooding, options may include bunding, flood gates integrated into the structure, re-grading of the
existing roads amongst others, subject to agreement with the NPHDB and Connolly Hospital.

17.3.4.5 Power
The children’s hospital satellite centre shall be fed from the East substation which is served from an
existing 10KV MV ring main unit located within its own dedicated room. The existing MV Switch
serves 1No 1600kVA oil transformer with space left for a future transformer within the same room,
from here it supplies a Low voltage switchboard side A, complete with bus coupler for future Low
Voltage extension within a dedicated room adjacent to the transformer and switch room.

A new 1600kVA n+1 oil transformer to match the existing transformer and a new side B of the LV
switchboard shall tie into the existing electrical switchgear within space made available within the
existing transformer and switchroom. The existing MV switch board has been fitted with a spare
ACB for future connection to the new transformer.

17.3.4.6 Natural Gas
It is proposed to tie into the main gas network on the eastern side of the campus and extend it to
feed a new boiler plantroom within the children’s hospital satellite centre.
The exact tie-in locations will require further analysis by Gas Network Ireland.
The children’s hospital satellite centre connection will consist of a U65 meter, which will allow for
separate metering and billing at the children’s hospital satellite centre.

17.3.4.7 Telecommunications
It is proposed to tie into the existing UPC network via new underground conduit route from the east
side of the children’s hospital satellite centre travelling north to meet the existing UPC chamber. On
the west side of the children’s hospital satellite centre, new underground conduit will connect the
children’s hospital satellite centre to the existing Eircom ducting system.

17.3.5

Potential Impact of the Proposed Development

This section has been prepared to identify the potential impacts of the proposed development on the
surrounding services environment .

17.3.5.1 Water Supply
The proposed development will not affect the existing 150mm ring main that currently services the
existing hospital campus.

Construction Phase
New fire hydrants will be positioned to cover a radius of 46m in accordance with the Building
Regulations Technical Guidance Document part B and will be no closer than 6m to any building. In
addition, sluice valves will be installed on the hydrant spurs to allow isolation if required.

Operational Phase
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The children’s hospital satellite centre will cater for 200 patients/visitors and will have approximately
90 staff as per table 17.8. The design loading for foul drainage can be used to evaluate the water
demand on the site, results of which are outlined in table 17.8. On this basis a water demand of
some 86,200 litres/day is estimated. Water demand is generally designed with a peak flow of 2.5
times the average. Therefore, the peak demand for the proposed development is estimated to be
6.0 l/s x 2.5 = 15 l/s.
24 hours storage will be provided for the development and a potable cold water storage tank shall
be provided. Separate supplies shall provide the cold feed make-up to hot water units. The hot
and cold water system shall be designed and installed in full compliance with anti- legionella
legislation and incorporate destraification pumps, secondary return circuits, etc.

'Do Nothing' Scenario
If the new children's hospital satellite centre does not proceed, there will be no impact on the
existing water supply.

17.3.5.2 Foul Drainage
Construction Phase
Parts of the existing drains and sewers on site will need to be diverted as part of the works. The
contractor will be required to ensure that existing flows are maintained at all times by either the
installation of temporary drainage runs or the use of pumping.
In addition, during the construction phase there will be a number of personnel based on site who
will require canteen and toilet facilities, which will discharge to the existing foul drainage system via
a temporary connection. At no time during construction will foul sewerage be allowed to discharge
to existing or proposed storm water drains.

Operational Phase
The children’s hospital satellite centre will cater for 200 patients/visitors and will have approximately
90 staff as per table 17.8. The EPA Wastewater Treatment Manual has been used to calculated the
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proposed flows from the development to the public sewer system. Based on this manual and the
predicted staff and patient numbers, the estimated foul sewerage is:

Table 17.8: Foul Drainage Flow Calculation
Use

Units

Medical Staff
Patients / Visitors

No.
No.

Quantity

90
200

Flow
(litres/person
/day)
180
350

BOD
(g/hd/day)

Daily Flow
(litres/day)

60
75

Total

Daily
BOD (g)

16,200
70,000

5,400
15,000

86,200

20,400

Foul Sewer Designed for 6 x DWF + 20% Infiltration
Total Flow:

= 86,200 litres/day
= 1.0 litres /sec (DWF)
= 6.0 litres / sec (6 x DWF)

Therefore, the foul sewer system has been designed for a flow of 6.0 litres/sec.

17.3.5.3 Storm Water Drainage
Construction Phase
There are a number of potential impacts to the storm water receiving waters and sewers from the
construction stage of the project. These include


Ground excavation solids



Accidental spillage of hydrocarbons from the construction plant the storage



Foul waste from contractor's welfare facilities if not properly contained on site



Waste from cementicious products and other construction debris



Ground water from surface excavations



Vehicle wheel wash water



Inappropriate handling and storage of materials and waste

The magnitude of these potential contaminants is dependent on the site management practices
during the works. The contractor will be required to submit and implement a construction
management plan detailing surface water management strategy during the works. In addition, this
plan will be required to address separation traps on temporary systems also.

Operational Phase
A separate storm water drainage shall be provided in the form of concrete and uPVC pipes, both
solid and perforated with spigot and socket joints. Pipes will be bedded in specified grades of stone
or concrete where cover to the crown of the pipe is restricted. Manholes and access points shall
also be provided at locations where a change in direction or diameter of pipe occurs or where a
large inflow is expected. Silt pits shall be located downstream of any perforated pipes to prevent
ingress of sold material to the storm drainage network:
The proposed surface water system is a gravity system and no pumping is required. The system
has been designed to provide self-cleansing velocity to minimise maintenance and potential
blockages. All surface water from the proposed new developed will be collected and attenuated on
site prior to discharge to the public storm water system. A storm water attenuation tank and
hydrobrake are proposed in order to provide storage for the 1 in 100 year storm event with a
outflow of 8.6 l/s/ha in that storm event, as per the Greater Dublin Strategic Drainage Study
(GDSDS). This greenfield run-off rate has been calculated in accordance with the Institute of
Hydrology Report No. 124 and increased by 20% to allow for climate change as per standard OPW
Guidelines. This results in a required storage volume of 440 m3 which has been indicated on the
drainage proposals. .
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In addition to the above system, the final manhole prior to the hydrobrake will consist of a 500mm
deep sump to further reduce the potential for solids to pollute the receiving storm water system.

17.3.5.4 Flooding
Construction Phase
There are no predicted flooding risks due for the construction phase for the works.

Operational Phase
The impact on the receiving environmental with respect to surface water management and flooding
will be minimal as the run-off will be routed through a flow control device (such as a hydrobrake)
and released in a controlled manner. In addition, the flow rate for the 1 in 100 year event will be
restricted to the greenfield run-off rates. Localised Pluvial flooding on the site will be removed due
to the building location and the infilling of the basin currently causing these issues.

17.3.5.5 Power
Construction Phase
During the construction phase of the works the contractor will install a new 1600kVA transformer
and new LV switchboard side B to tie into the existing LV switch board. This will require a power
outage in agreement with the host hospital.

Operational Phase
There will be no operational phase impacts as a result of the new power supply to the children’s
hospital satellite centre.

'Do Nothing' Scenario
If the children's hospital satellite centre does not proceed, there will be no impact on the existing
power supply.

17.3.5.6 Natural Gas
Construction Phase
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During construction trenching will be required to lay the pipe. This will affect the access road and
pavement where the pipe crosses to the children’s hospital satellite centre.

Operational Phase
There will be no operational phase impacts as a result of the new natural gas supply to the
children’s hospital satellite centre. A new gas meter will be visible, but it is expected that this will be
hidden or worked into the landscaping.

'Do Nothing' Scenario
If the children's hospital satellite centre does not proceed, there will be no impact on the existing
natural gas supply.

17.3.5.7 Telecommunications
Construction Phase
During construction trenching will be required to lay underground conduit to connect to existing
telecoms services on site. This will result in a loss of connectivity to the Eircom network in
agreement with the host hospital. This will affect the access road and pavement where the pipe
crosses and runs parallel to the children’s hospital satellite centre.

Operational Phase
There will be no operational phase impacts as a result of the new telecommunications supply to the
children’s hospital satellite centre.

‘Do Nothing' Scenario
If the children's hospital satellite centre does not proceed, there will be no impact on the existing
telecommunications supply.
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17.3.6

Ameliorative, Remedial or Reductive Measures
17.3.6.1 Construction Phase
Drainage
The contractor will be obliged to maintain flows in existing drainage at all times unless agreed with
the Connolly Hospital Estates Office. All works in the vicinity of services will be in compliance with
any requirements of both Fingal County Council requirements as well as Connolly Hospital. As per
Fingal County Council requirements, the standards set out in the Greater Dublin Strategic Drainage
Study must be addressed in all new developments with regard to SuDs measures. During the
construction phase for this development, and to avoid any potential flooding to the site, the
contractor will be required to put in place a surface water management plan including but not
limited to maintenance of temporary connections and the provision of temporary pumping
equipment.

Power
The contractor will be obliged to maintain the existing campus live at all times unless agreed with
the Connolly Hospital Estates Office. All works in the vicinity of services will be in compliance with
any requirements of both Fingal County Council requirements as well as Connolly Hospital.

Natural Gas
The design has been developed to remove or reduce any potential impacts as follows:
Gas Networks Ireland will carry out all works on the gas supply network (i.e. works upstream of the
gas meters / gas skids) in a controlled manner to avoid loss of service to adjacent customers.
All natural gas works will be designed and constructed in accordance with I.S. 820, I.S. 329, I.S.
265 and Bord Gais Networks “Industrial Commercial Guidelines for Designers/Builders”.
All work in the vicinity of gas transmission network will be completed in compliance with the Bord
Gais Networks document ‘Code of Practice 2011 – Working in the Vicinity of the Transmission
Network’.

Telecommunications
The relevant utility provider will install all of the new incoming supplies to the children’s hospital
satellite centre. They will agree road opening licences, operational times etc. with Fingal County
Council, where required, and Connolly Hospital. All of the work will be carried out by authorised
personnel who have expertise in the required works. This will minimise disruption to surrounding
areas.

17.3.6.2 Operation Phase
Water Supply
No mitigation measures are proposed at this time as there should be sufficient capacity in the
public system to supply the development. The architect and services engineers may consider
the incorporation of water conservation measures such as low flush toilets or grey water reuse.
Rainwater harvesting was also considered and determined as a non-viable Sustainable Urban
Drainage System (SuDs) measure in consultation with the Employer, due to increased infection risks
from consuming potentially untreated water, as well as increased maintanence costs.

Foul Drainage
Existing drainage on the site of the proposed development needs to be diverted from under the
proposed footprint of the children’s hospital satellite centre. These diversions have been designed
to ensure that there is no loss of head through the system and therefore will not cause a negative
impact on the existing drainage.
No significant impact on the existing system is envisaged based on the proposed flows. All new
drainage systems will require to be pressure tested by the contractor and a CCTV survey carried
out to discover any possible defects.

Storm Water Drainage
Permeable paving has been proposed for the new car parking to act as both a storage zone and
provide filtration for hydrocarbons. This also removes the requirement for a bypass petrol
interceptor reducing any ongoing maintenance for the development.
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Green roof construction was considered by the design team but it has been determined that due to
plant space requirements, maintenance issues and potential future expansion, is not a viable SuDs
measure. A surface level attenuation pond was also considered as part of the development in lieu
of the underground tank adopted. This presented a number of issues primarily including the space
requirements on the already congested campus.

Flooding
Surface water run-off has been limited to greenfield run-off rates as per the requirements of the
Greater Dublin Strategic Drainage Study. Surface water is stored on site and released at a
controlled rate to ensure that the 1 in 100 year storm event does not cause flooding issues.
It is also recommend that regular maintenance is undertaken by the management of the
c h i l d r e n ’ s h o s p i t a l satellite centre to ensure that all systems are free of debris and operating
as designed.

Power
The contractor will be required to maintain operation of the host hospital power supply during the
remedial works. This may comprise of temporary backup generator.

Natural Gas
The final route will take the most economic and minimally disruptive route available. This will help
minimise impact of the works.

Telecommunications
The final route will take the most economic and minimally disruptive route available. This will help
minimise impact of the works.

17.3.6.3 'Do Nothing' Scenario
Power
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Watermains
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If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Foul Drainage
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Storm Water Drainage
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Natural Gas
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

Telecommunications
If the development does not proceed, there are no proposals to implement any ameliorative,
remedial or reductive measures.

17.3.7

Predicted Impact of Proposed Development
17.3.7.1 Construction Phase
Drainage and Watermains
There are no predicted significant impacts for utility services arising from the proposed construction
of the children’s hospital satellite centre in Connolly Hospital in Dublin 15. This is due to the
temporary nature of construction and the expected use of temporary facilities by a competent
contractor.
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Electricity
As the children’s hospital satellite centre is taking a power supply from the existing east substation
there will be an outage required to this substation to allow these works to be carried out. This
impact will be mitigated by use of back-up generators and use of competent contractors.

Natural Gas
There are no identified residual impacts to the natural gas supply.

Telecommunications
There are no identified residual impacts to the telecommunications network arising from the
proposal.

17.3.7.2 Operational Phase
Power
There are no identified residual impacts to the electricity supply arising from the proposal.

Drainage
A range of mitigation measures have been proposed for the construction and operational phases of
the project. These measures seek to ensure that all discharges from the development are
controlled to prevent impacts to receiving systems and downstream environments.
No significant residual impacts are anticipated with the measures proposed. In fact, a positive
impact on the surface water storm drainage system is proposed by the use of attenuation of surface
water and the restriction of the water flows to the greenfield run-off rate.

Natural Gas
There are no identified residual impacts to the natural gas supply.

Telecommunications
There are no identified residual impacts to the telecommunications network arising from the
proposal.

17.3.7.3 'Do Nothing' Senario
Power
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there will be no impact on the existing situation.

Watermains
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there will be no impact on the existing situation.

Foul Drainage
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there will be no impact on the existing situation.

Natural Gas
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there will be no impact on the existing situation.

Telecommunications
In the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, there will be no impact on the existing situation.

17.3.8

Monitoring
Drainage
Monitoring during construction will consist of the following:


Normal quality control inspection of the works during construction;



Adherence to the Construction and Environmental Management Plan (CMP);



All excavations will be visually assessed for signs of possible contamination such
as staining or strong odours;
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Review of any water encountered during excavation to ensure it does not make its way to
the drainage systems;



Pressure testing and CCTV reviews of all new drainage systems.

Electricity
All power supplies will be metered to allow the new loads on the network to be monitored in use.

Watermains
Upon installation of new watermain connections, pressure tests will be carried out to assess the
potential for leaks to occur in the newly constructed watermains. The proposed watermain system
will incorporate water meters on the point of connection to the existing watermain network; this will
facilitate ongoing monitor of demand.

Natural Gas
All natural gas pipework will be installed and pressure tested in accordance with I.S. 820 and Gas
Networks Ireland guidelines and a non-domestic certificate of conformance will be required from the
contractor prior to gas being switched on. Gas detection systems will be provided where
appropriate and will be linked to the Building Management System to shut off the gas supply in the
event of a leak. Gas meter will be installed on the main supply to facilitate monitoring during use.

Telecommunications
The providers of incoming telecommunications supplies will test and commission all of their cabling/
work and will monitor and maintain their network cabling post installation.

17.3.9

Reinstatement

Any temporary construction compounds will be completely removed from the site following the end of the
construction phase. Reinstatement at completion of the works will involve restoring areas to their original
condition and including the removal of any temporary connections and measures, leaving the area in an
acceptable and clean condition, removing all deleterious materials that may have been deposited during
construction works.
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The contractor will fully reinstate all roads and pavements where new cabling, watermains, ducting, drainage
or natural gas has been installed to serve the children’s hospital satellite centre. The re-instatement will be in
accordance with South Dublin County Council and NRA requirements.
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